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Abstract

The purpose of this project was to create two companion guides to enhance the reading
comprehension of Spanish-speaking ELs in Grade 6 who attend schools that utilize the English
Language Arts Modules developed by New York State, in alignment with the CCSS (New York
State Department of Education, 2013).
The curriculum was developed to provide materials to increase reading comprehension
among ELs using the modules aligned with the Common Core Standards. In particular
companion guides were developed focusing on cognates and idioms aligned with two texts: Bud,
Not Buddy and the Lightning Thief. The companion guides were designed for Spanish-speaking
6th grade English Learners in New York State in schools using the curriculum Modules, aligned
with the Common Core State Standards.
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Introduction
This Master’s Project focused on the needs of English Learners (ELs) attending schools
using the New York State Module curriculum as the basis of instruction. The Modules were
developed in response to the introduction of the Common Core State Standards, which were
developed as a means to help states aligned with each other in terms of educational focus, and to
introduce higher standards. However, all standards and related materials were published in
English only which made them difficult to access for non-English speakers.
Nationally, it is reported that nearly 70-80% of ELs in secondary schools are Spanish
speakers (Boardman, Eppolito, Klinger, & Almanza Schoenwise, 2012; Teale, 2009). According
to New York State Education Department, 230,000 ELs make up 8.9% of the total student
population in New York State; 61.5% for whom Spanish is the home language (Slentz, 2014).
Given the population of Latino students in Western New York schools (15-40%) (CityData.com, 2014), and the subsequent EL population in these schools, the need for curriculum
design to concentrate on their needs is especially salient. However, as of this time, the New York
State modules do not have specific English as a Second Language (ESL) Modules for ELs, nor
modifications to the English Language Arts (ELA) Modules that are in place for mainstream
students (New York State Department of Education, 2014). Research demonstrates that,
regarding ELs, reading comprehension is the biggest determiner of academic success in content
areas (Brown & Broemmel, 2011; Chung, 2012; Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011).
This means that, for ELs, reading comprehension is essential for academic success across all
academic domains. Therefore, instruction and intervention that target reading comprehension
should include increasing metalinguistic awareness, as well as explicitly teaching strategies for
comprehension (Lipka & Siegel, 2012). Metalinguistic awareness is the development of word
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consciousness (Manyak & Bauer, 2009), as well as the ability to reflect on and manipulate the
structural features of a language (Nagy & Anderson, 1995). For the purpose of this paper,
metalinguistic awareness will more simply refer to the awareness of how language works, and
the similarities between languages. Metalinguistic awareness skills that benefit comprehension
in ELs are explicit instruction of morphology, phonetics, and cognates (Chang, 2012;
Montelongo, Hernandez & Herter, 2011; Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011).
Problem
The problem this curriculum project addressed is: as written, the existing modules
provide little support to meet the needs of ELs (engageny.org).
Background
This curriculum project aspired to help ESL and Bilingual educators of New York State
Grade 6 ELA decrease time spent on planning, by having easily accessible materials available.
The development of materials to increase reading comprehension among middle school ELs is
important because this researcher spent time in three separate schools, in different Western New
York cities, and saw the lack of materials for ELs first-hand. Based on these observations, this
author believes that supplemental lessons and materials to make reading lengthy texts more
manageable would benefit these students. During the clinical field experience requirement of the
Fredonia TESOL program, this researcher tutored two very different students. During these
tutoring sessions, the researcher used Spanish-English cognates to increase metalinguistic
awareness. Metalinguistic awareness is the development of word consciousness (Manyak &
Bauer, 2009). This appeared to have a positive impact on not only reading comprehension, but
also the academic confidence of these students. Research conducted by Kieffer & Lesaux (2007)
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places tremendous emphasis on the need for metalinguistic awareness in ELs, particularly
morphological awareness, during the “upper elementary grades” (fourth and fifth), due to the
demonstration of such knowledge and skills being implemented by monolingual English-only
(EO) speaking students and their subsequent increased comprehension of texts.
Enhancing students’ language awareness and offering strategies to decipher newly
encountered vocabulary will increase overall comprehension in literary texts, as well as transfer
to informational texts presented in other subject areas (Kieffer & Lesaux, 2008). The companion
guides in this curriculum project will account for the varying proficiency levels of students and
accommodate their needs, through their bilingual design.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was to create two companion guides to enhance the reading
comprehension of Spanish-speaking ELs in Grade 6 who attend schools that utilize the English
Language Arts Modules developed by New York State, in alignment with the CCSS (New York
State Department of Education, 2013).
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Literature Review
As a brief summary, this literature review intended to identify the specific needs of
middle school ELs in New York State. The demographic make-up of Western New York
(WNY) is diversifying and changing rapidly. Based on data for Jamestown, Dunkirk, and
Buffalo, NY, the Latino population is 7%, 24%, and 10%, respectively (City-Data.com, 2014).
This data does not directly reflect the demographics of the city school districts of these cities,
however. Dunkirk City Schools, for example, have a 40% Latino population (NYSED, 2014). In
the cities of Jamestown and Dunkirk, this is a Latino population increase of 5 and 7% (NYSED,
2014) over the past decade, respectively.
Due to the expanding Spanish-speaking population, the complex needs of these students
need to be considered during curriculum development, especially at the state level. This literature
review explored the Common Core State Standards, New York State Curriculum, as well as
considerations regarding the academic needs and best-practice instructional models for educating
ELs.
Education Policy Related to Quality of Schooling for ELs
Lau V. Nichols. In 1974, the Supreme Court decided a case that had begun in the San
Francisco, California, school district regarding the instruction of non-English speaking Chinese
students. At that time, approximately 2,800 students in the district were native Chinese speakers,
with less than half receiving supplementary instruction of English language (Lau v. Nichols,
1974). The argument presented by the families of these students not receiving additional English
language support was that they were being denied equal education, as prescribed by the
Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution; “equal protection of the laws” for all
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legal citizens of the United States, as well as the § 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U. S.
C. § 2000d, to reverse the Court of Appeals. That section bans discrimination based "on the
ground of race, color, or national origin," in "any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance” (Lau v. Nichols, 1974). They were not seeking a legal decree regarding what actions
should be taken by the school (i.e., bilingual education), only that the school district be required
to acknowledge and remedy the inconsistencies in their district in the manner they deemed best.
The Court, in its final decision, referred only to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for its
reasoning. The decision, below, simply states that equal educational opportunities are not provided
solely through access to the same facilities and instruction, rather, those students need additional
instruction in English language acquisition to make their education equal to their peers.
…there is no equality of treatment merely by providing students with the same
facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum; for students who do not understand
English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful education.
Basic English skills are at the very core of what these public schools teach.
Imposition of a requirement that, before a child can effectively participate in the
educational program, he must already have acquired those basic skills is to make a
mockery of public education. We know that those who do not understand English
are certain to find their classroom experiences wholly incomprehensible and in no
way meaningful. (Lau v. Nichols, 1974, 566)
This decision brought national attention to the needs of non-English speaking students in
the United States, and the need for increased attention to the equality and quality of education they
were receiving. Bilingual education and ESL have since been a point of focus in education policy
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at the state and national levels. Another major law that has significantly impacted the eduation of
ELs is the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.
No Child Left Behind. The impetus for much of the current change in educational policy
and curriculum design can be linked to No Child Left Behind (NCLB, 2001). NCLB was
developed by President George W. Bush and his administration in an effort to increase American
students’ academic performance in the increasingly competitive global community. In the
forward, President Bush expresses his belief that the proposed changes will “build the mind and
character of every child, from every background, in every part of America” (Office of the
Secretary, 2001).
Several pages of the framework discuss environmental acceptability among schools in the
United States. That is, schools will be required to monitor and act on any issue that deters from
maintaining a healthy learning environment, such as safety for teachers and students by reporting
any acts of violence to parents and the federal government, as well as ensuring teachers are
highly qualified to meet the needs of all students. Through the proposals therein, the NCLB
framework provided a system for monitoring schools achievement in the above mentioned areas,
as well as academic content, which, if not met for a period of three years, could be circumvented
by disadvantaged students through funding which would allow them to attend a different school
with higher credentials.
The first section of importance regarding academic content, discussed on pages 4 and 10
of the NCLB (2001) framework, is the need for increased reading ability, with a focus on early
interventions concentrated from pre-kindergarten through second grade. States are encouraged,
through financial gain, to develop a research-based formula for increasing reading fluency and
comprehension, as it is the foundation upon which all other academic skills are built.
6
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Regarding ELs, referred to as Limited English Proficient students, the NCLB framework
serves as the catalyst for the New York State regulations regarding proficiency progressions,
discussed in a later section of this literature review, with the following mandate:
In order for all students to meet high standards, limited English proficient (LEP)
students need to master English as quickly as possible. To accomplish this goal,
states and school districts will be held accountable for making annual increases in
English proficiency from the previous year. Moreover, they will be required to
teach children in English after three consecutive years of being in school. (p.16)
Baker (2011) discusses the states’ new responsibilities for educating ELs under NCLB,
which does not prescribe a program to follow, but states that programs chosen by the states must
be on sound empirical research. Baker also discusses President Obama’s education reform, Race
to the Top. In this reform, states will be awarded grants for meeting certain criteria: adopting
internationally benchmarked standards; recruiting, retaining, and rewarding effective educators;
more effective systems to measure student data; and, supporting interventions to aid the schools
with poor performance (Baker, 2011).
The NCLB framework, along with Race to the Top incentives, were the precursor to the
current Common Core State Standards, the New York State regulations concerning the proficiency
performance standards regarding ELs, and the subsequent creation and implementation of the
module-based curriculum, all of which will be discussed in the following sections of this literature
review.
Development of Common Core State Standards
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The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) were developed and implemented as a means
of offering more students in the nation the ability to become college and career ready, based on
internationally benchmarked standards, as part of Race to the Top. That is, these standards were
designed to help students attain a higher level of academic achievement which will allow them to
enter a college or career, without the need for remedial classes or training, per the Race to the
Top initiatives. In 2010, the National Governors Association (NGA) assembled a “variety of
stakeholders including content experts, states, teachers, school administrators and parents”
(NGA, 2010) to develop standards that were more aligned to those used internationally. Many
states in the nation can now share a definition of readiness for each grade level, and monitor the
progression of each student, if they elect to do so (Slentz, 2013).
The criteria for these standards, as determined by the aforementioned gathering of the
NGA, aim to prepare students for entry into post-secondary education (any credit bearing
program) or job training. Job training refers to those jobs which are sustainable, growing, offer
advancement opportunities and provide salaries above the poverty line (Criteria.pdf, 2015). The
standards, per the criteria, should be coherent, clear and specific, teachable and learnable,
measurable, as well as internationally benchmarked (Criteria.pdf, 2015).
The criteria state that the standards should be written with sufficient detail as to what is to
be learned, while being simple enough for the general public to understand them. Their
construction should be such that they are teachable, learnable and measurable, though leave the
method of instruction open to the interpretation of the teacher, as it best fits his or her class’
learning style.
Attaining the levels of rigor seen in internationally recognized standards was an essential
element in the development of the CCSS in the United States. To allow current students a
8
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competitive place in the global economy, they must have a competitive education, which fosters
higher order thinking, as their foundation. The progression of the standards throughout the grade
levels was also a key element of the criteria in that the standards should not be repeated, but offer
a systematic, logical continuation toward more in-depth, higher-order cognitive processes.
In terms of this project, the criterion most significant is that of coherence. This is the
element of universality regarding the content of the standards, which also ensures those states
that elect to adopt the CCSS are adhering to the same progression so that all students are
attaining the same level of achievement in each grade level. The cohesion, then, is the basis of
the CCSS at the national level.
The CCSS development criteria state that the methodology employed to ensure students
are meeting these rigorous standards is left to the discernment of the highly-qualified educators
of each state, however, New York State developed a curriculum focused on attainment of statewide cohesion regarding the standards, to be used as a guide for teachers. Unfortunately, certain
districts in the state, Jamestown Public Schools included, are relying solely on this stateconstructed curriculum, leaving little room for educators to follow best practice to meet the
needs of their particular students (K. Hansen, personal communication, November 2014).
Interpreting the CCSS. As an aide for the comprehensibility of the remainder of this
literature review and project, this section demonstrates how to decipher the abbreviated codes of
the standards. As the focus of this project is English language acquisition of Spanish speakers,
the examples used will represent the ELA standards only, ignoring other content areas. The
standards are divided by domain, standard, and cluster, in that order, presented in a table, which
is relatively easy for most people to use, once they know what to look for. A domain is the broad
heading for related standards, such as Reading Standards for Literature or Writing, standards
9
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define what students should be able to do and understand, and clusters are specific aspects of the
standards (Core Standards, 2015).
The CCSS are written, in New York, in the following way: CCSS.RL.6.1. Broken down
into words, this indicates “Common Core State Standard, Reading Standard for Literature, Grade
6, Standard 1.” Another example is: CCSS.SL.6.2a; in words “Common Core State Standard,
Speaking and Listening, Grade 6, Standard 2, Cluster a.”
CCSS Implementation in New York. Slentz, Deputy Commissioner at the Office of P12 Education, sent a memo regarding the implementation of the CCSS in New York. He states
the curriculum guidelines were created by working backwards from college and career success,
as well as accessing international benchmarks. In the memo, Slentz mentioned that the New
York Board of Regents committed to the CCSS in 2010, and through state-wide professional
development programs and the launching of EngageNY.org, the New York State Education
Department began implementing the new standards (Slentz, Implementation of the Common
Core Learning Standards, 2013). Three focal points in New York’s implementation of the CCSS
are 1) increase in rigor, 2) focus on text (particularly analysis and use of text in constructed
response), and 3) creating more depth in mathematics. The Center for Public Education (2014)
notes that the CCSS have been adopted by forty-six states and the District of Columbia. This
condensed report also states that, though funding for the development of CCSS has been entirely
private, the standards have been endorsed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, an array of
bipartisan governors, the Obama administration, as well as both teachers’ unions.
A key point regarding the implementation of the CCSS, brought up by The Center for
Public Education (2014), is the necessity of professional development for teachers before they
begin designing lessons to meet the standards. The memo regarding CCSS implementation in
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New York states that such development began in 2011 (Slentz, Implementation of the Common
Core Learning Standards, 2013), however, during informal discussions with current English
Language Arts (ELA) and English as a Second Language (ESL) teachers, in two separate
Western New York middle schools, teachers told the researcher that they received only one and a
half days’ time to become acquainted with the CCSS and New York State’s subsequent modulestyle curriculum (Anonymous, personal communication, 2014). Williams (2013) discusses the
imperativeness of policy makers to extend all deadlines for the implementation of all CCSS
related assessments and curricula to ensure teachers and schools are fully ready. The main point
Williams (2013) makes is that if states rush the implementation of the CCSS in their high-stakes
curricula, it could potentially undermine the benefits due to the pressure placed on teachers, as
well as the adjustments students face. Williams feels that there should not be emphasis on the
results of assessment within the beginning stages of implementation, because the results may be
skewed by the novelty of the materials and methodologies (Williams, 2013).
As a summary, the time line below provides an overview of the major changes in
education, particularly those changes affecting ELs.
Table 1. Overview of Educational History Impacting ELs
Year
Legislation
Implication
1974
Lau v. Nichols
Language programs for non-English
speakers necessary for equal education
opportunities
2002
No Child Left Behind
States now responsible for establishing
programs for ELs
2009
Race to the Top
Grants available for states following new
guidelines, including internationally
benchmarked academic standards
2010
National Governors
States begin adopting the standards to guide
Association releases finalized
their respective educational reform
Common Core State
Standards
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2013

New York implements new
CCSS-aligned Module
curriculum

Based on previous years’ performance;
schools adopt, adapt or reject the new
curriculum. No specific modules for ELs.

New York State Module Curriculum
New York Stated Education Department, with the input of the Board of Regents (Slentz,
Implementation of the Common Core Learning Standards, 2013), developed a comprehensive
curriculum in English Language Arts (which incorporates Social Studies and Science) and
Mathematics, in the format of modules, as a guide for schools and educators to ensure students
are meeting the more rigorous standards set forth in the CCSS. The design of the modules is such
that there are six modules per grade level, with each module being broken down into eight weeks
of instruction, further broken into three smaller units. For example, within the Grade 6 ELA
Module (the focus of this curriculum project), teachers are to teach Modules 1 and 4, but may
select 2A or 2B, then 3A or 3B, as they feel is best for their classroom (New York State
Department of Education, 2013). Table 2 shows the topics and texts within these modules.

Table 2. Grades 6–8 Common Core Curriculum Map (Modules 1-4)
Module 1
Module 2A
Module 3A
Close reading and
Working with Understanding
writing to learn
Evidence
Perspectives
Topic
Myths: Not Just Long
Rules to Live
The Land of the
Ago
By
Golden
Mountain
The Lightning Thief,
Bud, Not
Dragonwings,
Grade 6
Rick Riordan (2005)
Buddy,
Lawrence Yep
Christopher
(1975)
Paul Curtis
(1999)
Topic
Journeys and Survival
Working
Slavery: The
Conditions
People Could
Fly

Module 4
Research, Decision Making, and
Forming Positions
Insecticides: Costs vs. Benefits
Frightful’s Journey, Jean Craighead
George (1999)

This is Your Brain- Plugged In!
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Grade 7

A Long Walk to Water,
Linda Sue Park

Lyddie,
Katherine
Patterson

Topic

Finding Home:
Refugees

Working with
Evidence:
Taking a Stand

Grade 8

Inside Out & Back
Again, Thanhha Lai

To Kill a
Mockingbird,
Harper Lee

Narrative of the
Life of
Frederick
Douglass
(excerpts)
Japanese
American
Relations in
WWII
Unbroken: a
World War II
Story of
Survival,
Resilience, and
Redemption,
Laura
Hillenbrand

No text required; students will read
articles about the effects of
technology use on the adolescent
brain.
Sustainability of World’s Food
Supply
The Omnivore’s Dilemma: The
Secrets Behind What You Eat,
Michael Pollan (Young Reader’s
Edition)

(Adapted from New York State Department of Education, 2013.)
Following the prescribed formula of Modules 1 and 4 with a choice of 2A/2B and 3A/3B,
a typical curriculum for Grade 6 ELA would incorporate four pieces of literature, and other
supporting texts. For example, Module 2a, with a focus of Working with Evidence, requires the
students to read Bud, Not Buddy (Curtis, 1999), and the Stanford University Commencement
Speech given by Steve Jobs (2005), as a complimentary text, to reiterate the theme of
perseverance present throughout Bud, Not Buddy. Both texts discuss the trials and tribulations
faced throughout life and how they help the character/speaker become a stronger, more
developed person. The writing task then presented to students is to develop “My Rule to Live
By,” incorporating both works’ ideas of survival and thriving in life. This writing task requires
students to cite both works’ they’ve read, Bud, Not Buddy and the Stanford University
Commencement Address, as well as use higher order thinking to analyze the application of their
life rules and whether they promote survival or allow them to thrive. This performance task is
intended to demonstrate students have met eight separate academic standards. CCSS.W.6.9b:
Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., “Trace and evaluate the argument
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and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence
from claims that are not”) (New York State Department of Education, 2013).
When the researcher analyzed the CCSS addressed in the Modules, (an example shown
below in Table 3), it was apparent that both 2B and 3B are designed for more creative
interpretation and applications of the ELA content, and focus less on the grammar and semantics
of the English language, which, as seen in the following sections of this literature review, are an
essential and critical part of instruction for ELs.
Looking ahead at the ELA curriculum, the Grade 8 2a Module, Working with Evidence:
Taking a Stand, has students reading pieces of work such as To Kill a Mockingbird (Lee, 1960),
with a focus on civil rights, civil liberties, and personal integrity when faced with moral
dilemmas. The performance task in this module strives to demonstrate students have met
rigorous standards such as CCSS.W.8.11: Create a presentation, art work, or text in response to a
literary work with a commentary that identifies connections and explains divergences from the
original; a. Make well-supported personal, cultural, textual, and thematic connections across
genres; b. Create poetry, stories, plays, and other literary forms (e.g. videos, art work) (New
York State Education Department, 2013)
Table 3. ELA Content of 6th Grade Modules
Recommended Literature

Assessment

CCSS

RL - Good Masters! Sweet
Ladies! Voices from a
Medieval Village, Laura Amy
Schlitz
RL - Blue Lipstick: Concrete
Poems, John Grandits

1. Argument Essay: Do We
Face the Same Adversities as
the Voices of Good Masters,
Sweet Ladies?

1. W.6.1 and 6.9; “Write
arguments to support claims
with clear reasons and
relevant evidence.” “Draw
evidence from literary or
informational texts to support
analysis, reflection, and
research.”
14
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RL - Technically, It’s Not My
Fault: Concrete Poems, John
Grandits

2. Narrative: Giving Voice to
Adversity

2. W.6.3; Write narratives to
develop real or imagined
experiences or events using
effective technique, relevant
descriptive details, and wellstructured event sequences.
W.6.11c; Create poetry,
stories, plays, and other
literary forms (e.g. videos, art
work).
SL.6.4; Present claims and
findings, sequencing ideas
logically and using pertinent
descriptions, facts, and details
to accentuate main ideas or
themes; use appropriate eye
contact, adequate volume,
and clear pronunciation.
6.6; Adapt speech to a variety
of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of
formal English when
indicated or appropriate

Adapted from New York State Department of Education, 2013.
English Language Arts
English Language Arts (ELA) is the academic discipline that traditionally focuses on the
overall literacy of students. This includes reading, writing, listening, and speaking. With the
advent of technology in the classroom, this now incorporates viewing (City of New York Board
of Education, 2014).
The goal of ELA is not only to expose students to different genres of literature, but to
prepare their literacy in all academic areas to ensure critical thinking, as well as college and
career readiness. That is, reading, writing, information citing, and critical thinking are required in
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social studies, science, and technology courses, and the rigor in the ELA classroom ensures
academic literacy across all subjects (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2014).
ESL in New York State
The saliency of this project is contemporary due to the fact that New York State has one
of the highest populations of non-native English speakers in the United States (Payan & Nettles,
2008). This demographic make-up prompts the state, as well as local education professionals, to
formulate appropriate educational strategies for students that are acquiring English while
learning new content in all academic subjects. The definition is best articulated by the City of
New York Board of Education (2014) website:
ESL is an academic discipline designed to allow students to acquire English
language proficiencies across the major skill areas of listening, speaking, reading,
writing, viewing, and critical thinking in a systematic and spiraling fashion. ESL
services necessarily encompass academic areas other than language arts, such as
science, mathematics, and social studies.
In addition, ESL instruction serves as a focal point for the introduction and
reinforcement of the concepts of cross-cultural/multicultural understanding and
social responsibility. Thus, ESL instruction plays a major role in affording
bilingual/ESL students the opportunity to acquire the English proficiency and
academic, cognitive, and cultural knowledge they need to become active
participants in the larger society.
The regulations currently governing ESL in New York State are encompassed in
Commissioner’s Regulations Part 154 (New York State Education Department, 2007). The
16
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regulations therein determine whom is eligible for ESL services, how frequently they will receive
them, and how they are assessed to evaluate progress and proficiency.
Identifying ELs. The process for identifying students as ELs is clearly laid out in
Commissioners Regulations (CR) Part 154 (New York State Education Department, 2007),
involving a home language questionnaire, an interview with the student and his or her guardian,
and a vocabulary assessment. It should be noted, however, that it is imperative for those persons
conducting these assessments should be cautious not to label certain language delays as cognitive
impairments without thoroughly assessing the language competency of the student in their native
language.
Based on students’ proficiency level, they are offered ESL classes and services for one,
two, or three units per day. As their proficiency level increases, their units of ESL decrease.
Students are also permitted accommodations in class, and for test taking; English language
proficiency exams are exempt from such accommodations. Approved accommodations may
include vocabulary glossaries, having tests read aloud to them, increased time to finish the exam,
or any combination therein. The accommodations are not strictly prescribed by the state; school
districts are permitted to decide which accommodations, and to what extent, are permitted. These
accommodations are extended to students for one year after they have achieved proficiency in
English.
These regulations were put into effect in July, 2007; however, amendments have been
approved as of September 2014. One of the changes made is to ensure entrance and annual
assessments are more closely aligned in terms of what exactly is being assessed and consistency
in students’ proficiency-level designations. Another element of the amendments extends
transitional services to students for at least two years after they are deemed proficient, as opposed
17
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to the one year offered in the previous regulations (Slentz, 2014; New York State Education
Department, 2014). This allows students whom previously received ESL instruction to continue
to receive modifications and accommodations to exams, as needed, for at least two years after they
are determined to be proficient in English. Other approved amendments include changes to how
educators should communicate with parents and families, the process by which students can be
deemed proficient in English, and the job security of the highly qualified, specialized educators
that work with ELs in New York (New York State Education Department, 2014).
The needs of ELs are best met by highly-qualified, specially trained educators, whose
certification is in teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) or the NYS Bilingual
Extension (BE). For some school districts that have a very small population of ELs, it may not be
possible for the school to employ a certified ESL or BE instructor. The alternative could be to
have a group of teachers, in each academic grade level or subject area, to be trained with specific
techniques, such as Sheltered Instruction, for educating ELs.
Sheltered Instruction
Much of the policy discussed in this literature review speaks to the need for English
language instruction for ELs, but does not prescribe a method by which this instruction should
occur. New York State regulates how much time should be spent teaching English to non-native
speakers, however, regarding delivery of content, federal regulations simply states to employ a
research-based method that is shown to be effective for delivering content, as well as English, for
ELs.
Given the extensive research supporting Sheltered Instruction (see below for review), this
project intends to rely heavily on certain components of sheltered instruction, particularly
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interaction, and building background, to develop comprehensive supplemental materials that will
increase the comprehensibility of texts for ELs.
Sheltered Instruction refers to a particular method of instruction in which content and
English are taught simultaneously. The groundbreaking first study by Echevarria, Vogt & Short
(2000), sponsored by the Center for Research on Education, Diversity & Excellence (CREDE),
and funded by the U.S. Department of Education, was conducted in four middle schools, two on
each coast, and concluded that using SIOP increased writing skills, and demonstrated that
sheltered instruction can be used in all subject area classes, not just ESL (Echevarria, Vogt, &
Short, 2013).
In follow-up studies conducted between 2005 and 2011, the components of Sheltered
Instruction were shown to benefit EL students’ academic performance, especially writing in
English (Himmel, Short, Richards & Echevarria, 2009). It was also shown, through a study
conducted in eight middle schools with mainly Spanish-speaking ELS, that students whose
teachers most closely followed the Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) had
increased results, regardless of language proficiency or native language (Echevarria, RichardsTutor, Canges & Francis, 2011; Echevarria, Richards-Tutor, Chinn & Rateleff, 2011).
There are several components of Sheltered Instruction (SI), all of which have pedagogical
implications. Vogt & Echevarria (2008) published 99 Ideas and Activities for Teaching English
Learners with the SIOP Model, a comprehensive guide to the Sheltered Instruction Observation
Protocol (SIOP). The SIOP Model serves as a basis on which to determine whether a lesson is
sheltering instruction in a manner that will best meet the needs of students. The eight
components of SI, according to SIOP, are Preparation, Building Background, Comprehensible
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Input, Strategies, Interaction, Practice and Application, Lesson Delivery, and Review and
Assessment (Vogt & Echevarria, 2008).
Preparation of SI lessons includes carefully crafted language and content objectives,
adaptations of content, acquisition of supplemental materials, and planning relevant, meaningful
activities.
Building Background
Building Background refers to the teacher using the students’ prior knowledge to
introduce new content concepts and vocabulary. This is also a time for teachers to fill gaps in
knowledge for those students who have not had a continuous, formal education. The
overwhelming consensus in the literature review done by Ebe (2010) demonstrates that the
background knowledge and life experience students bring with them to the classroom influence
their reading comprehension and ability to write coherent texts. That is, if students are able to
connect their existing knowledge with a text, they are more likely to be engaged and make
inferences regarding the texts. Ebe states that, “When students had difficulty connecting with the
text, they also seemed to be less proficient with their reading.” Therefore, providing culturally
relevant texts and extensive background knowledge building is crucial for ELs.
Comprehensible Input
Providing Comprehensible Input is an essential part of educating ELs. Comprehensible
Input simply means explicitly demonstrating new vocabulary and concepts using pictures,
gestures, clear speech, and modeling any action the students will also be required to do.
Within the SIOP model, strategies are provided for both teachers and students. Teachers
are given strategies to enhance their method of scaffolding, lesson planning, and classroom
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activities. Many of the strategies focus on building background as well as checking for
comprehension.
Interaction
Interaction is a key component of SIOP. The importance of interaction has been well
researched by the authors of the SIOP Model, as well as previous researchers such as Vygotsky,
as discussed in Saville-Troike (2012). The underlying cause of all learning, not just language, is
social interaction in natural socio-cultural settings, therefore, the learning activities presented in
the SIOP Model are designed to support and facilitate natural language interaction between
students, as well as between students and teachers. Very important to the SIOP model or other
effective models of instruction for ELs is supporting instruction with the native language. There
is a great need for students to be able to discuss content with peers in their native language,
followed by a collaboration of language navigation to communicate their content comprehension
in English (Woolfolk, 2014). The ability for students to switch between languages, called codeswitching or translanguaging, is an effective and healthy way in which students retain their
native language while simultaneously becoming stronger in their second language or subsequent
languages (Jessner, 2006).
Practice and Application
Practice and Application, the seventh component to the SIOP Model, ensures students are
given practice with new material, and are able to apply it. One of the ideas presented in this
section is the use of graphic organizers for expository texts, which can be easily adapted to the
literature used in the Modules. Graphic organizers have been shown to facilitate reading
comprehension, as well as allow students to better visualize the sequence of events. Jiang &
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Grabe (2007) discuss the importance of first offering explicit instruction to ELs regarding the
consistently recurring text structures that they will encounter in order to better use a graphic
organizer to facilitate comprehension. Graphic organizers help classify content into smaller,
more understandable units, allowing for comprehension, critical and creative thinking (D &
Premalatha, 2013). The increase in critical, analytical thinking is aligned with the intentions of
the New York State’s implementation of the CCSS through the Module curriculum. Regarding
ELs, the use of graphic organizers to increase American cultural knowledge is particularly
helpful to understand the context of vocabulary in a particular story (Pang, 2013). It should be
noted that students’ success with graphic organizers is dependent upon explicit instruction of the
content and purpose of the organizer prior to implementation (Jiang & Grabe, 2007).
A caution is voiced, however, regarding the need for consistency and appropriate
application of graphic organizers. It has been shown that different visual appearances of graphic
organizers may be more beneficial than others to ELs, even though they aim to organize the
same information (Jiang & Grabe, 2007). That is to say, the layout of the organizer needs to
coincide with the type and content of a text. Graphic organizers used for story sequence
comprehension would require a much different appearance than an organizer for vocabulary
depth. The first would require a sequenced list layout, whereas a ‘web’ would be appropriate for
in-depth vocabulary discussions (such as the word “crane” discussed later in this review of
literature). The implications of this for educators is that graphic organizers are not a one-sizefits-all learning tool, rather, they should be tailored to the type of text, and the pertinent
information students are to glean from that text. These cautions of style and consistency will be
taken into consideration during the creation of materials for this project.
Lesson Delivery
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Maintaining student engagement is the aim of the Lesson Delivery component in the
SIOP model. Ensuring both content and language objectives are delivered with appropriate
pacing are the key points for educators to take away from this section.
Review and Assessment
Review and Assessment are essential for both teachers and students. The SIOP Model
offers many strategies for students to indicate their comprehension to teachers, as formative
assessment, while a lesson is on-going, and offers teachers the opportunity to offer feedback to
students.
Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension is one of the most essential elements of academic success in
American children (Office of the Secretary, 2001), and as such, is a focal point of this project.
ELs have been shown to have reading comprehension difficulties and are less likely to succeed
in content classes, due to the dependence on reading (Brown & Broemmel, 2011). It has been
shown through several studies that there are multiple factors that contribute to reading
comprehension. These factors include depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge, morphologic
awareness (Chung, 2012), phonetic awareness (Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011;
Guccione, 2011), and for Spanish speaking ELs, the ability to use their first language literacy to
enhance comprehension in English, particularly through the use of cognates (Montelongo,
Hernandez, & Herter, 2011). The fluency, or speed and accuracy of pronunciation, with which a
student reads in English does not directly correlate with comprehension (Guccione, 2011). It has
been determined by several research studies (Lipka & Siegel, 2012; Teale, 2009; Proctor, Dalton,
& Grisham, 2007; Brown & Broemmel, 2011; Boardman, Eppolito, Klinger, & Almanza
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Schoenwise, 2012; Manyak & Bauer, 2009; Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011;
Chung, 2012) that the explicit instruction of vocabulary is essential for ELs to improve
comprehension. A focus on the all of the possible meanings of words is important, as well, not
only for academic needs, but for the pragmatic aspects of an EL’s social competence (Chung,
2012).
Vocabulary. The overwhelming consensus regarding ELs is that vocabulary acquisition
is the most important factor in reading comprehension (Lipka & Siegel, 2012; Teale, 2009;
Proctor, Dalton, & Grisham, 2007; Brown & Broemmel, 2011; Boardman, Eppolito, Klinger, &
Almanza Schoenwise, 2012; Manyak & Bauer, 2009; Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White,
2011; Chung, 2012). For Spanish-speaking ELs, using their native language oral proficiency and
literacy is beneficial to English acquisition (Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011).
Surface level word knowledge is helpful for fluency, however, the more depth of knowledge a
student has for each word, the more successfully they process texts (Chung, 2012). It is
imperative for educators to incorporate consistent, explicit, in-depth vocabulary instruction to
support ELs (Boardman, Eppolito, Klinger, & Almanza Schoenwise, 2012). The difference
between surface knowledge and in-depth word knowledge can be demonstrated through the
multiple meanings of the word “crane”. Using two very common electronic dictionaries, “crane”
is given no fewer than seven definitions. This has incredible implications for teaching: during a
lesson on nature, ‘crane’ is a bird; during a lesson on construction or civil engineering, a ‘crane’
is a large piece of machinery; ‘crane’ is also a verb used to describe a person’s movements while
looking at something (Merriam-Webster, 2014; Dictionary.com, 2015). When a word such as
this arises during a lesson, it is imperative for educators to discuss its many meanings to improve
vocabulary acquisition, depth of vocabulary, as well as overall comprehension.
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Proctor, Dalton & Grisham (2007), while discussing the implementation of a Universal
Literacy Environment (a digital, interactive literacy tool), note the key features of the program as
modeling appropriate comprehension strategies, extensive vocabulary focus (including
translations and graphics, as well as a read-aloud feature. These features, which were shown to
increase text comprehension, vocabulary acquisition, and overall text interaction, have been
accounted for in the development of this curriculum project.
Due to the complexity of language acquisition, it is important for educators to focus both
on social and academic vocabulary. Educators may focus on the more complex academic
vocabulary and inadvertently overlook more basic, but semantically significant words that
students regularly encounter (Manyak & Bauer, 2009). Many educators, unaware of the
complexities of second language acquisition, may not realize the extensive academic needs of
ELs due to their ability to speak English well in informal settings (Echevarria, Richards-Tutor,
Chinn, & Ratleff, 2011). Acquisition of vocabulary, metalinguistic tools for decoding newly
encountered vocabulary (Chung, 2012), and recognition of cognates (Montelongo, Hernandez, &
Herter, 2011) are all imperative for improving ELs’ reading comprehension.
Instruction of idioms is also an essential part of vocabulary acquisition for ELs,
academically and socially (Vogt & Echevarria, 2008; Parker & Riley, 2010; Boardman, Eppolito,
Klinger, & Almanza Schoenwise, 2012). Idioms are expressions whose meaning cannot be
derived from the words alone (Parker & Riley, 2010). That is to say, they are speech expressions
that have no direct translation between languages due to the non-literal meanings conveyed.
Idioms. Idioms are defined as fixed expressions, phrases or sentences, from which
figurative meaning is not clear based on the literal meaning of each individual constituent (Able,
2003). Guduru (2012) draws attention to the following: learning idioms must be an integral part
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of language acquisition due to their frequency in academic texts. Guduru also states that fixed
expressions, such as idioms, form a large portion of any language, by which, knowledge of
idiomatic expressions lead to increased fluency.
Educators frequently use idioms in the classroom, unintentionally, but need to be aware
of the impact this can have on students’ comprehension. Coincidentally, many idioms are used
repeatedly during informal peer interactions, and may be acquired quickly by students as part of
their social communication repertoire, and may require teachers to intervene, offering the social
implications of using such phrases in school (K. Hansen, personal communication, November
2014). Idioms commonly used in the classroom may include: “on the ball”, meaning on task;
“head in the clouds”, meaning daydreaming or unfocused; “piece of cake”, meaning a task will
be easy; “hit the nail on the head”, meaning doing or saying something exactly correct, “miss the
boat”, meaning to miss an opportunity; or, “kill two birds with one stone”, meaning accomplish
two things at once (Smart-Words.org, 2015).
Importance of cognates. Cognates are defined as words that are related by decent from
the same ancestral language (Merriam-Webster, 2014). That is to say, cognates share similar
orthography (spelling) and syntax (meaning) based on their etymology (linguistic history).
Spanish and English share many words of Latin origin, and it is estimated that there are between
10,000 and 20,000 cognates (Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011; Montelongo,
Hernandez, & Herter, 2011). Many of these words are academic in nature, and can benefit ELs’
reading comprehension, however, it has been demonstrated that ELs need explicit instruction
regarding the recognition and use of cognates (Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011;
Montelongo, Hernandez, & Herter, 2011). Many of the cognates are more frequently used in
Spanish, and as such, once recognized as a cognate, will increase comprehension (Dressler,
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Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011). As discussed in Montelongo, Hernandez, & Herter
(2011), research has shown that Spanish speaking ELs who utilize cognate recognition strategies
outperform students who do not. An aspect of cognate recognition that should also be addressed,
which increases metalinguistic awareness, is that of affixes (additions to words that change word
meaning). Recognizing affixes, or derivational morphology, can have a significant impact on
reading comprehension (Kieffer & Lesaux, 2008).
As a precaution, educators should also provide instruction regarding false cognates that
occur in English and Spanish. A false cognate is a pair of words that share orthography but do
not share syntax. An example of such in English and Spanish would be
embarrassed/embarazada. The Spanish false cognate, though it shares orthographic features,
actually means “pregnant” (Span¡shD!ct, 2014). Another example of false cognates would be
soap/sopa; the pronunciation of these words is so similar, syntax is easy to assume, however, the
Spanish word actually means “soup”.
Metalinguistic Awareness. A comprehensive definition of metalinguistic awareness is
provided by Malakoff:
Metalinguistic awareness allows the individual to step back from the
comprehension or production of an utterance in order to consider the linguistic
form and structure underlying the meaning of the utterance. Thus a metalinguistic
task is on which requires the individual to think about the linguistic nature of the
message: to attend to and reflect on the structural features of language. To be
metalinguistically aware, then, is to know how to approach and solve certain types
of problems which themselves demand certain cognitive and linguistic skills
(1992: 518).
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For the purpose of this project, metalinguistic awareness will refer to being aware of how
language works, and the similarities between languages. Metalinguistic awareness skills that
benefit ELs, as shown through research, are explicit instruction of morphology, phonetics, and
cognates (Chang, 2012; Montelongo, Hernandez & Herter, 2011; Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August,
& White, 2011). Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August & White (2011), Proctor, Dalton, & Grisham,
(2007), Lipka & Siegel (2012), and Chung (2012) call to attention the need to raise
metalinguistic awareness in ELs. One important aspect of this metalinguistic awareness is the
knowledge of morphology.
Morphology is the study of word formation (Parker & Riley, 2010) and consists of
affixes and how they change word meaning. Providing instruction regarding morphology, such
as breaking words into smaller morphological units, called morphemes, to ELs, can help them
infer word meaning of unknown vocabulary (Manyak & Bauer, 2009; Dressler, Carlo, Snow,
August, & White, 2011; Chung, 2012) (See Table 4 for an example of mophological
breakdown).

Table 4. Example of morphological breakdown of a Spanish-English cognate.
Word

Word Root

Affix

Meaning

English

bicycle

Bi- (two)

Object with two
wheels that turn

Español

bicicleta

Cycle (Greek;
something round
that turns.)
Cicle (Greco; algo
redondo que
revuelve)

Bi- (dos)

Objeto con dos
ruedas de giro
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Kieffer & Lesaux (2008), as well as Dressler, Carlo, Snow, et. al. (2011), determined that
derivational morphology awareness plays a significant role in reading comprehension for
Spanish-speaking ELs in the upper elementary school years. The morphological awareness,
which should not be confused with or by phonological awareness, becomes increasingly more
important as texts become more complex with advancement through the grade levels. In their
study, Kieffer & Lesaux (2008) stated that there is a statistically significant relationship between
morphological awareness and reading comprehension among Spanish-speaking ELs in fifth
grade, and that the magnitude of this relationship increased greatly between fourth and fifth
grade. Due to these findings, there is a need for morphology lessons to increase reading
comprehension for middle school Spanish-speaking ELs, such as the target population of this
project. Chung (2012) stated that, during the instruction of morphology, modeling the thought
process of breaking down a word aloud is especially beneficial for ELs. An example of this
spoken process could be:
“GEOLOGIST: ‘geo’ means earth, ‘-ology’ means the study of, ‘-ist’ makes it a noun (person).
Geologist means a person that studies the earth.”
Chung (2012), while discussing reading comprehension, emphasizes the need for explicit
instruction of certain affixes, due to their frequency in English. Many of the affixes, seen in
Table 5, below, are cognates in nature, and follow consistent morphological rules between both
languages, and are, therefore, excellent examples for students while they increase their
metalinguistic awareness and morphological decoding skills. ELs that use cognate recognition
(affixes included) outperform their EL peers in reading comprehension (Montelongo, Hernandez,
& Herter, 2011).
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Table 5. Frequent affixes in English with Spanish equivalents.
Affix
unredisin-, im-, ir-, ill-s, -es
-ed

Meaning
not
again
not
not
plural
past tense

-ing
present participle
-ly
characteristic/adjective
-er
one who (noun)
Adapted from Chung, 2012.

Spanish Equivalent
inredesi-, im-, in-, ir
-s, -es
-ó, -iste, -aste, é, etc. (varies with
subject)
-ando, -iendo (only used with estar)
-mente
-odor, -ador, -edor(a)

Many of the aspects of metalinguistic awareness have been included in the creation of
this curriculum project, with increased reading comprehension, applicable across academic
subjects, being the intended outcome for the target population.
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Methodology
Purpose
The purpose of this curriculum project is to create two companion guides to enhance the
reading comprehension of Spanish-speaking ELs in Grade 6 who attend schools that utilize the
English Language Arts Modules developed by New York State, in alignment with the CCSS.
Curriculum Problem
The problem addressed by this project is, as written, the existing modules provide little in
terms of materials and modifications to meet the needs of ELs. Though New York State
Department of Education states on the website (engageny.org) they are planning to meet the
needs of bilinguals in New York, at the time of this curriculum project, no additional materials or
amendments have been published for use in schools. In-class observation and discussions with
ESL educators has shown that the curriculum provided by New York State lacks supports for the
ESL students in these schools. Teachers are spending hours developing their own modifications
to the curriculum, and struggling to meet the needs of their students. Students are struggling with
comprehension, as observed throughout the 2013-14 school year, in two separate Western New
York middle schools. Vocabulary comprehension were retention are key components of this
struggle.
Step One: Identify Problem
Through clinical field experiences in the SUNY Fredonia TESOL program, during the
2013-14 academic year, the researcher worked in a tutoring capacity with several Spanishspeaking ELs in Western New York who were using the New York State modules, based on the
CCSS. It was at that time, the researcher observed the problem. The problem is: as written, the
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existing modules provide little material support to meet the needs of ELs. The topic of this thesis
was determined in this way.
Step Two: Develop literature review on topic
The researcher conducted a literature review on the topics particular to the needs of
Spanish-speaking ELs focusing on the CCSS, NY State modules, reading comprehension and the
complexities therein, including the importance of instruction regarding idioms, cognates, and
metalinguistic awareness. The researcher also reviewed techniques for increasing the
comprehensibility of texts, such as the use of graphic organizers and components of the SIOP
Model.
Step Three: Study CCSS Curriculum Map
The researcher reviewed the curriculum map for 6th grade ELA and identified the four
books to be analyzed for this curriculum project, as seen in Table 6.
Table 6. Grades 6-8 Common Core ELA and Literacy curriculum plan.
Module 1
Close reading and
writing to learn
Myths: Not Just Long
Ago

Module 2A
Working with
Evidence
Rules to Live
By

Grade 6

The Lightning Thief,
Rick Riordan (2005)

Topic

Journeys and Survival

Bud, Not
Buddy,
Christopher
Paul Curtis
(1999)
Working
Conditions

Grade 7

A Long Walk to Water,
Linda Sue Park

Topic

Lyddie,
Katherine
Patterson
(1991)

Module 3A
Understanding
Perspectives
The Land of the
Golden
Mountain
Dragonwings,
Lawrence Yep
(1975)

Slavery: The
People Could
Fly
Narrative of the
Life of
Frederick
Douglass
(excerpts)

Module 4
Research, Decision Making, and
Forming Positions
Insecticides: Costs vs. Benefits
Frightful’s Journey, Jean Craighead
George (1999)

This is Your Brain- Plugged In!

No text required; students will read
articles about the effects of
technology use on the adolescent
brain.
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Topic

Finding Home:
Refugees

Working with
Evidence:
Taking a Stand

Grade 8

Inside Out & Back
Again, Thanhha Lai

To Kill a
Mockingbird,
Harper Lee
(1960)

Japanese
American
Relations in
WWII
Unbroken: a
World War II
Story of
Survival,
Resilience, and
Redemption,
Laura
Hillenbrand

Sustainability of World’s Food
Supply
The Omnivore’s Dilemma: The
Secrets Behind What You Eat,
Michael Pollan (Young Reader’s
Edition)

Adapted from New York State Department of Education, 2013.
Simultaneously, the researcher became familiar with the CCSS that were to be addressed
with each piece of literature and coinciding assessments, to ensure the companion guides were in
alignment with the overall academic goals to be achieved by students.
Step Four: Select and read four books of focus
While conducting the literature review, the researcher worked with students reading Bud,
Not Buddy (Curtis, 1999), and it was during this time the researcher developed the idea to create
a companion guide to assist both teachers and students in the comprehensibility of the texts.
The researcher worked with students as a whole class, and in small groups, focusing on
the colloquial language used in the novel, as well as idioms. The researcher used her background
in Spanish to assist students with translating unfamiliar words such as “wasp”, as the head
teacher did not have an extensive Spanish vocabulary, and had difficulty trying to convey the
differences between a wasp and bee, for example. During small group activities, the researcher
observed the difficulty students had in interpreting idioms and colloquial language, which were
interconnected in the novel. The researcher observed that explicitly stating the figurative and
literal meanings of the idioms had a positive impact on their understanding of the novel.
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In Table 7, below, are the four books chosen to align with the themes set forth in the
curriculum map.
Table 7. Four books chosen for analysis per 6th grade curriculum map.
Book Title

Author

Year

Synopsis

The Lightning Thief

Rick Riordan

2005

A demi-god hero battling
mythological creatures.

Bud, Not Buddy

Christopher Paul

1999

Curtis

An orphaned boy living in the
great depression finds his place in
the world.

Dragonwings

Lawrence Yep

1975

A young Chinese immigrant
reconnects with his father.

Frightful’s Mountain

Jean Craighead
George

1999

The bond between a boy and his
pet falcon cannot be broken.

Step Five: Identify a Four-Part Framework
The researcher used a framework, as identified through literature review, to guide the
development of two companion guides. The framework consists of the following categories:
essentials for building background, cognates, idioms, and vocabulary. Focusing on all of these
will increase metalinguistic awareness and text comprehensibility.
Essentials of Building Background. Building Background refers to the teacher using the
students’ prior knowledge to introduce new content concepts and vocabulary. This is also a time
for teachers to fill gaps in knowledge for those students who have not had a continuous, formal
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education. Connecting cultural similarities and differences can help students bridge gaps in
knowledge; if students are able to connect their existing knowledge with a text, they are more
likely to be engaged and make inferences regarding the texts (Ebe, 2010). The use of photos and
real objects for visual input has been shown to increase comprehension and vocabulary retention
(Vogt & Echevarria, 2008).
Cognates. Spanish and English share many words of Latin origin, and it is estimated that
there are between 10,000 and 20,000 cognates (Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011;
Montelongo, Hernandez, & Herter, 2011). Many cognates are more frequently used in Spanish,
and as such, once recognized as a cognate, will increase comprehension (Dressler, Carlo, Snow,
August, & White, 2011). Metalinguistic awareness skills that benefit ELs, as shown through
research, are explicit instruction of morphology, phonetics and cognates (Chang, 2012;
Montelongo, Hernandez & Herter, 2011; Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White, 2011).
Vocabulary. The overwhelming consensus regarding ELs is that vocabulary acquisition
is the most important factor in reading comprehension (Lipka & Siegel, 2012; Teale, 2009;
Proctor, Dalton, & Grisham, 2007; Brown & Broemmel, 2011; Boardman, Eppolito, Klinger, &
Almanza Schoenwise, 2012; Manyak & Bauer, 2009; Dressler, Carlo, Snow, August, & White,
2011; Chung, 2012). Surface level word knowledge is helpful for fluency, however, the more
depth of knowledge a student has for each word, the more successfully they process texts
(Chung, 2012). It is imperative for educators to incorporate consistent, explicit, in-depth
vocabulary instruction to support ELs (Boardman, Eppolito, Klinger, & Almanza Schoenwise,
2012).
Idioms. Idioms are defined as fixed expressions, phrases or sentences, from which
figurate meaning is not clear based on the literal meaning of each individual constituent (Able,
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2003). Guduru (2012) draws attention to the following: learning idioms must be an integral part
of language acquisition due to their frequency in academic texts. Guduru also states that fixed
expression such as idioms form a large portion of any language, by which, knowledge of
idiomatic expressions lead to increased fluency.
Step Six: Read and Analyze four books
In preparation for creating these companion guides, the researcher read each of the four
books. The researcher then chose two of the four books for which companion guides would be
developed. Upon a second reading of the two chosen novels, the researcher was documenting
building background essentials, vocabulary, cognates, and idioms. Due to the colloquial speech
used throughout Bud, Not Buddy (Curtis, 1999), as well as the abundance of idioms therein, the
researcher felt it was an ideal choice for a companion guide. The Lightning Thief (Riordan,
2005), due to its abundance of cognates and challenging vocabulary, was the other novel chosen
for a companion guide. The researcher did not choose to document vocabulary or cognates that
had been documented in previous chapters for the sake of efficiency. To enhance the
comprehensibility of each novel, the researcher chose to add photos of more obscure vocabulary,
such as animals, types of buildings, musical instruments, and mythical creatures.
Step Seven: Contents as a Glance: Companion Guides
A how-to-use-this-guide is the first page in each companion guide which, offers
explanations of metalinguistic awareness, cognates, and idioms for teachers. Each guide is
broken down by chapters.
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Table 8. Contents at a Glance
Bud, Not Buddy
Introduction to Guide
Background Essentials
Overview of Setting: Time Frame, Great Depression, Education
Work Law
Chapters 1-18
Building Background
Vocabulary
Cognates
Idioms

Table 9. Contents at a Glance
The Lightning Thief
Introduction to Guide
Background Essentials
Overview of Theme: Greek Mythology
Chapters 1-22
Building Background
Vocabulary
Cognates
Idioms
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Step Eight: Intended Audience
During clinical field experiences, the researcher determined that the Spanish-speaking
ELs in Jamestown, New York would be an ideal audience. Jamestown is an economically
impoverished city in the southwestern most county of New York State. Businesses located in
Jamestown and surrounding areas include an ice arena, shopping mall, many restaurants, several
grocery stores, and a Cummins Engine plant. There are factories that produce metal and plastic
goods, which employ nearly a quarter of the population. There is a hospital in the city that also
employs many residents. Nearly twenty-five percent of the residents of the city live near or
below the poverty level. Less than twenty five percent of residents have attained a college
degree, with only eight percent of residents holding a Master’s Degree (City-Data.com, 2014).
The Jamestown Public School District is comprised of six elementary, three middle, and
one high school. The overall enrollment for the district is approximately 4,860, with the
enrollment of this particular middle school being approximately 440. District wide, the
population qualifying for free or reduced lunch is sixty-eight percent, while the target school is
fifty-eight percent. The demographic racial breakdown is as follows: 71% White, 16%
Hispanic/Latino, 10% multi-racial, and 3% Black. There were no reported Asian or Native
American students. Nine percent of the students were reported to be “limited English proficient”
(New York State Department of Education, 2014).
The middle school in Jamestown that services ELs places students by grade, in a multiproficiency setting, where ELA and ESL are taught consecutively, following a block scheduling
format. The ELA instruction follows the Module lessons, with the addition of vocabulary
journals and graphic organizers to aid in vocabulary acquisition and retention. All of the students
in this ESL class are Spanish speakers of Puerto Rican heritage. This project will be designed
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with this grade-level, multi-proficiency classroom in mind, paying particular attention to the
dominance of Spanish as the native language for these students.
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A Companion Guide for

Bud, Not Buddy
Curtis, 1999.

Created by Emily Naetzker, 2015.
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Introduction
This guide has been designed to help Spanish-speaking English Learners (ELs)
better comprehend assigned ELA readings, while increasing vocabulary and enhancing
meta-linguistic awareness.
Helping students identify cognates (words that are similar in spelling, meaning, and
pronunciation in two languages), as well as offering examples of consistent morphology, will
increase their understanding of how English “works”, as well as their native language. The
increased understanding of how languages work, and how to apply that knowledge, is metalinguistic awareness. An example of this process could be;
GEOLOGY: “geo” means earth, “ology” means the study of. Geology means the study of
earth.
GEOLOGIST: “geo” means earth, “ology” means the study of, “ist” makes it a noun (person).
Geologist means a person that studies the earth.
Geology and geologist are cognates in Spanish; geología and geólogo. (The ‘o’ at the end of
the word indicates it is a masculine noun, however, it is used for men and women.)
Many words used in academic texts are cognates, and drawing students’ attention
to the fact that they possess this vocabulary in their native language, can assist them
greatly in English acquisition, vocabulary retention, and reading comprehension.
Another aspect of language acquisition that is often overlooked is explicit
instruction of idioms. Idioms are phrases or sentences with a non-literal meaning. If a
student tries to translate the phrase or sentence verbatim, the meaning would be missed
entirely. A commonly used idiom in English is, “It’s raining cats and dogs,” which
figuratively means it is raining heavily. As educators, it is important to point out idioms in
speech and text, and explicitly explain their figurative meaning. It’s a piece of cake, right?
The first chapter in the guide is for building background knowledge and offering
students the historical context for the story. In each chapter, there are vocabulary words
that are either unfamiliar or culturally tied, as well as cognates, and any idioms
encountered. Photos are included to offer visuals with some of the more difficult
vocabulary and cultural references.
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Bud, Not Buddy
Building Background (suggested lesson)
LESSON TITLE
BUILDING BACKGROUND
FOR BUD, NOT BUDDY
(CURTIS, 1999)

VOCABULARY

BUILDING BACKGROUND TOPICS: GREAT DEPRESSION, GLOBAL
IMPACT OF GREAT DEPRESSION, SEGREGATION, EDUCATION BEFORE
AND DURING THE GREAT DEPRESSION, GEOGRAPHY DISCUSSED IN
NOVEL; RELATIVE TO STUDENTS’ LOCATION IN WNY; COGNATES
WITHIN BUILDING BACKGROUND
CCSS.RL. 4, 5, 6; CCSS.RI. 3, 6, 7, 9; CCSS.W. 2a, 2b; CCSS.L.1c, 2, 4a, 4b,
4c, 5a, 6
SWBAT define the era known as "The Great Depression" with three
factual statements; SWBAT contrast their lives with the lives of
children living during the Great Depression with three fact-based
opinion statements
SWBAT identify cognates used in the historical video and highlight
them on the guided outline; SWBAT defend their fact-based opinion
orally and in writing
Economy, Depression, geography, segregation, education, cognate

COGNATES

geografía, segregación, educación, economía, depresión,

H.O.T.S.

Compare and contrast 1930's America to current era in terms of
economy, education, and segregation
Printed list of English-Spanish cognates for building background, video
of children during Great Depression, Map of the U.S., photos of
segregation (i.e., water fountains).
Life during the Great Depression: poverty, homelessness, social
welfare, role of schools and education; Comparison of social welfare
during current era; Questions to initiate conversation: How would your
life be different if you lived during the Great Depression?; How would
your life be different if you lived during social segregation?; If you were
only required to go to school until the end of 8th grade, what would
that mean for your chances of getting a good paying job to support
yourself?
Students will view a Power Point of pictures displaying life during the
Great Depression and segregation in the United States, Students will
watch the following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtUjpUW09qc (Until 3:59);
Students will complete a guided outline for the movie, with word bank
Students will write a paragraph of 5-7 sentences, appropriately using
newly acquired vocabulary, answering the following opinion question:
Would it be better to live in a city or in a rural area during a
depression? What facts support your opinion?

CONTENT STANDARDS
CONTENT OBJECTIVES

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

BUILDING BACKGROUND/
CONNECT PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE

MEANINGFUL ACTIVITY

REVIEW ASSESSMENT
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Guided Note Outline for Video:
WORD BANK

schools

athletics

running water
hot lunches

dropped out

factories
work

mines

farms

foreign language
electricity

arts

1929

one meal

On October 29, _____________________________, the Stock Market lost $15 billion.
_________________ were hard hit during the Depression. Things like ______________,
__________________, and ___________________ got cut.
Many lacked ________________________, ________________________, and
_____________________.
Many students only ate ____________________________ a day.
Many students _________________________ of school to _____________________ to help
support their families.
One out of _______________________ people were out of jobs.
Hoovervilles were small towns where people lived.
Children between ages 10 and 18 worked in _______________________,
__________________, and ______________________.
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(Maps of World, 2014)
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(Maps of World, 2014)
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Timeline for Bud, Not Buddy

1926 ____________________

1932 ________________________

1936______________________________________________________
_________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
_____________________________________________
________________________________________________
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter One

Building Background
“the Home”

Vocabulary
Caseworker
Foster home / foster
family
Paddled
Fire crackers
“shoot”

Ma’am
Accepted
Temporary
Family
Glum
Depression (economic)
Difficult
Cheerful, helpful,
grateful
Mumble
Unfortunately
Jim-jammed
Surprise
Choky
Sting-y
“popping out”
“slipping down”
Pet

The orphanage. A home for many
children who are orphans (huerfanos).
Definition/Translation
A person who helps you
A family that cares for
children when their
family cannot.
Spanked, disciplined
Petardos
An expression for
something you don’t like.
Also a verb.
A short word for
“Madame”; Señora

Cognate

Aceptar
Temporario
Familia
Triste, sombrío
Depresión económico
Difícil
Alegre, amable,
agradecido
Mascullar
Desafortunadamente
Hacinados
Sorprender
Sofocado
Picándome /escozor
Caiga
Deslice hacia abajo
Mascota
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Probably
Folks
‘cause
“little swats”
Slugs
“a-loose”
Squinching
“grown folks”
Commence
Stupid
Lamppost
Suitcase
Twine
Flyers
“decoder ring”
“Limited Engagement”
Engagement
Underneath
Deserve
Exclamation points
New Jazz
Suspicion
“giant fiddle”
“droopy, dreamy look”
“had writ”
Fountain pen
Flint, Michigan
“9 Until ?”
“dressing table”
Difference
“chest of drawers”

Probablemente
Gente
Because, “cuz”
Smack; palmada
Hits; babosas
Loosening; de libertad
Aplastando
Adultos
Start; empezar
Comenzar
Tonto
Estúpido
Poste de luz
Maleta
A thin rope; guita
A paper with information;
cartel
A ring with a secret code;
anillo decodificador
Only for a short period
of time
Obligación, cita
Debajo
Desear
“¡!”
A type of music
Sospecha
Double bass; a musical
instrument with strings
Mirada de soñar
despierto
Had written
Bolígrafo (see photo)
A city in Michigan
The show starts at 9, but
has no set ending time
Tocador
Diferencia
Dresser; vestidor
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Idioms
“In the meantime”
“looking for some real trouble”
“seeing stars”
“I’ll be doggoned”

Between now and then
It will cause a problem
Blurred vision; unable to see clearly
Surprised; not be called a liar

Alex Svensen, with a double bass. Photo by Lily Svensen, used with permission from:
www.svensendoublebass.com
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1930s fountain pen
(http://ulugtekin.com/a/pelikan/vintage.Pelikan.101N.dark.tortoise.Pelikan.101N.mother.of.pearl.1.html)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 2

BUILDING
BACKGROUND
John Dillinger
Brer Rabbit

A criminal that lived from 1903-1934; one of
the original gangsters
A story about a rabbit that uses his
intelligence to out-smart others

VOCABULARY
Scooching
Cur
Blubbery
Lavatory

Definition / Translation
Slang; move a little
A dog/ canalla
Fat; puffy or swollen
Restroom / lavabo

“doggone”

Slang; expression of
excitement or
frustration
Interjection to express
disappointment or
excitement. Also a verb;
to remove husks from
corn
Train / Tren
Slang; a creature that
survives off the filth of
the streets
To hit very hard, usually
in the face
Chisporroteo, farfullar
Murmurer, farfullar

Shucks

Locomotive
“street urchin”

Coldcocked
Sputter
Mutter

Cognate

Lavar = to wash;
Lavatory/ Lavabo (not a
cognate, but similar rootword)

Locomotive/ Locomotora
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Ingratitude
Ilk
Vermin
Conscience
Razor strap/ strapping

Chatterbox
Centipede
“rememorized”

Unthankfulness
calaña
bichos

ingratitud

conciencia
A leather strap used to
sharpen razors; a
whipping with that strap
as punishment
Slang; a person that talks
a lot
Remember + Memorized

ciempiés
Recorder + memorizar

A razor, razor strap, lather bowl and brush, with soap
(http://www.groomingarena.com/item/shaving/leather-strop-tortoise-straigh/lid=7221122)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 3

BUILDING
BACKGROUND
Louisville Slugger
Paul Bunyan

Paul Robeson

VOCABULARY
Cockroaches
Commenced
Wouldn’t’ve
Jackknife
Whack
Tussling
Werewolves
Hornet
Prickly
“get even”

IDIOMS
“Cool as a cucumber”
“Fresco como una lechuga”

A brand of baseball bat
A character in a story that was very large and
strong. A lumberjack (someone that cuts
down trees).
Black American athlete, singer, actor.
Intelligent and well educated.
Definition / Translation

Cognate
Cucaracha
Comenzar/ empezar

Would not have
Navaja
Slang; golpear
Pelearse
Hombre-lobos
Avispón
Espinoso
Desquitarse

Calm and relaxed
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A statue of Paul Bunyan in Bangor, Maine.
(http://bangorinfo.com/Focus/focus_paul_bunyan.html)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 4
Building Background
J. Edgar Hoover
F.B.I.
Public Enemy Number One

Vocabulary
Crouched down
Cat burglar
Ice box
Temperature
torturing
spigot
Whilst
Chemistry
Biology
Twine

Director of the F.B.I from 1924-1972
Federal Bureau of Investigation
The F.B.I.’s most wanted criminal;
Enemigo Publico Numero Uno (cognates)
Definition/Translation
agachado
Ladrón
Freezer/ nevera

Cognate

Temperatura
torturar
Espita o espiga
Mientras que
Química
Biología
guita

Idioms
“on the lam”
“I’d be in some real serious hot water.”

Run away; running from authority
I’d be in trouble.
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 5
Building Background
Pretty Boy Floyd

Vocabulary
Raggedy
Christmas trees
“fumbling through”
“acrost”
“midget horse”
“riding sidesaddle”

Six-shooter
Telegraph wires

Ringworm
Lice

Bank robber; escaped prison. Killed by
police.
Definition/Translation
Cognate
In the condition of a rag
Pine trees
Moving things around to
look at them
Across
Miniature horse; a horse
that is very small forever
Riding a horse with both
legs on one side; usually
done by women in dresses
A gun that holds six
bullets
Wires used for
telegraphs; like telephone
wires
An parasite that makes a
circular sore; tiña
Bugs that live on humans;
piojos

Idioms
“When one door closes, another door
opens.”
“Real McCoy”

Another option or opportunity will
happen.
The real thing; not a copy.
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapters 6 and 7

Building Background

Vocabulary
Gigantic
Movie star clothes
Ten-dollar-apiecejackets
Cellar
Hypnotizing
Bobbing for apples

Slobber
Drooly
Wringer
Matrimonial
Idioms
“kicking the bucket”
“biting the dust”

Definition/Translation

Cognate
Gigantico

Fancy clothing worn by
celebrities
Jackets that cost $10
each; $10 for Bud was
the same as $170 for you
Basement; sótano
hipnotizante
Using only your mouth to
grab an apple in a bucket
of water
Spit/ drool; baba
baboso
And old washing machine
matrimonial

Dying
Dying
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 8
Building Background
Hoovervilles

Chicago, Detroit,
Orlando, Oklahoma City,
Lancaster
“Shenandoah”
Communism

Vocabulary
Critter
Human bean
Wiggling/ jiggling
“fixing to”
“grab holt”
Hoodlum
“mouth organ”
Y’all
Kin
Ain’t
Crick
Folks
Kin
Dimple
Kidding
Blab
“busted slob”

Settlements of tents and cardboard shacks where
people camped when they lost their homes during
the Great Depression. The name mocked President
Hoover.
Cities that the train would travel to. Use the map to
find them.
A song about a river and leaving home.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1EG_4IBzbA)
A theory that all people work to support each other
and everything is owned by everyone. It is a very
controversial system. Many Americans do not like
Communism.
Definition/Translation
Creature
Human being
Menear(se)
Getting ready to
Grab ahold
Matón/ rufián
harmonica
You + all (You’all) (Slang)
Relatives, family
Am + not; used like “isn’t” (is + not) or “aren’t” (are +
not) (Slang)
An informal version of “creek” (arroyo)
Gente
Parientes, familia
Hoyuelo
Es broma
Tell
Kissed
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“freights”
“writ”
“ruint”
Billy club
Shantytown
“Commies”
Lily-livered rats;
yellow-belly lowlifes

Freight train; a train that hauls shipments of things
Written (slang)
Ruined (slang)
A weapon used by police; like a small baseball bat
Shanty = shack; shack town; Hooverville
Communists; people who support Communism.
Cowards; low to the ground like a dirty rat

Cognates
Suppose
Criminal
Exactly
Pretend
Delicious
Depend
Important
Police
Romantic
Ambulance
Cowards
Alias (false name)
Idioms
“Scared me to death”
“Catch my breath”
“Count me in”
“Singing the same sad song”
“In the same boat”
“On the road”
“We all pitch in”
“Running your mouth”/ “Shooting off
my mouth”
“Ain’t fit for a dog”

Suponer
Criminal
Exactamente
Pretender
Delicioso
Depender
Importante
Policía
Romántico
Ambulancia
Cobardes
Alias (nombre falso)

To be very scared
Breathe normally after breathing fast
I agree; I want to do it
Everyone has a sad story about life
In the same situation
Travelling all the time
We all help each other
Talking without stopping
So bad, it would be terrible for a dog
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A Hooverville shanty
(https://catflag.wordpress.com/page/38/)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 9
Building Background
Civil War

A civil war is a war that happens between
people of the same country. The American Civil
War happened from 1861-1865, between the
North and the South. People disagreed about
slavery (esclavitud). The North wanted to end
slavery, the South did not.

Owosso, Ovid, St. John’s, Ionia,
Lowell
Buffalo nickel

Vocabulary
Recognize
Mysteries
Fairy tales
Gory
Bully
Folks
“your old man”
Accordion
Blues, Polka, Gospel, Big
Band

All towns between Flint and Grand
Rapids in Michigan
Nickels made from 1913-1938. One side
had the image of a buffalo; the other
had the image of a Native American.

Definition/Translation
Identify/ identificar

Cognate
Reconocer
misterios

Cuentos de hadas
Sangriento; bruto; grave
peleón
Parents
Father
A musical instrument
Different types of music

Idioms
“different taste in books”
“time flies”
“devoured that book”
“Before you can say Jack Robinson”
“crick in my neck”

To like different types of books
Time passes quickly
Read/ looked at the whole book
It happens very quickly
A muscle pain in the neck (not a creek)
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A 1936 Buffalo Nickel
(http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1936-Buffalo-Nickel.jpg)

An accordion; listen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifHRDBx-ctw
(photo: http://www.bestservice.de/en/accordions.html)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 10
Building Background
Baby Face Nelson

Vocabulary
Howl / yowl
Custard
Duck

Whistle
Hisself
“I’ma”
Puny
Pop
Carefuller
Bottle key
Hypnotized
Urgent
Vampire
Telegram

Bank robber and murderer. Worked
with John Dillinger. Killed by the FBI.
Definition/Translation
Aullido
Natillas; flan
1. A type of bird (noun)
2. To lower your head or
body (verb)
Silbato; pito
Himself (su mismo)
I am going to; I’m gonna
I+ am+ gonna (slang)
Escuchimizado
Soda; refresco
More careful
Abrebotellas

Tele = far away
gram = message

Cognate

Hipnotizado
Urgente
Vampiro
Telegrama

Idioms
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 11
Building Background
George Washington Carver

Vocabulary
“brought up proper”
Bait
“moving picture shows”
“You’da” / “I’da”

So’s
Whole slew
‘fore
Ashamed
Nightmare
“I’m teasing”
Big War
Backwash
Guilty
Conscience
Well
Slogging
Paltry
Knickers
“in tatters”
Judgmental
Half-sister

A former slave that helped poor people
learn to grow many different plants so
they would have food to eat. He was a
very important part of our country’s
history.
Definition/Translation
Criado adecuada
Cebo
Movies; películas
You would have; You
woulda; You + would +
have; I + would + have
So + as
A lot
Before; ante
avergonzado
pesadilla
Hago broma
World War I
When food goes into your
drink; resaca
culpable

Cognate

Conciencias
Pozo
Sloshing around;
chapoteando
Very small, tiny
Short pants
Falling apart
Sentencioso
A sister with one same
parent, one different
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Full-grown
“in this joint”
Slapped
Noggin
Pleasure
“drawers”
“ditch them”
Sausages
guest
Grace
“vomick”
“a good lick”

Adult
In this place
Dio una palmada
Head
Placer
Underpants; calzones
Put them in the trash
Salchichas
Huésped, invitado
A prayer before eating
Vomit
A thwap, hit

Idioms
“cut right off” or “cut out”
“all of a sudden”
“in a flash”
“He’s quite a big fish there”
“hit the road”
“Don’t mention it”
“Put-up-your-dukes”
“cross your heart”
“not allowed to say boo”

Stopped working
Very quickly
Very quickly
Someone well-known
Start travelling
It’s nothing (De nada)
Put up for fists to fight
Promise or swear
Not allowed to say anything

George Washington Carver
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Washington_Carver)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 12
Building Background
Royal Canadian Mountain Police

Machine Gun Kelly

Labor Unions

Al Capone

New Deal

Ku Klux Klan (KKK)

John Brown

Royal Canadian Mounted Police; the
federal police in Canada. They are
usually shown wearing red jackets, with
hats, and riding horses. (The same job
as the F.B.I. in America.)
A criminal in the 1930s that robbed
banks and kidnapped people. He used a
machine gun, which is how he got his
nickname. He died in prison.
Groups that help workers have safe
places to work and earn the money they
deserve. They protect workers. They
were the first groups stop children
from doing dangerous jobs. Unions are
not liked by everyone.
A criminal in the 1930s that bought and
sold alcohol when it was illegal. He
spent many years in prison.
A program started by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt (usually called
“F.D.R.”) to help the economy and give
people jobs.
A group of White people, that hate all
non-white people. They wear costumes
to hide their identity while they have
protests. They like to scare people
they don’t like. Most people do not
support their extreme beliefs.
A man that fought to end slavery. He
killed slave owners while trying to free
slaves. He was arrested and hung.
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Vocabulary
Western Union
Resourceful
Errands
“sireen”

“copper”

“Attaboy”
“plug me”
“rassle”
“keep your lips locked”
“interested parties”
Refreshments
Confidential
Negotiating
“conk out”
Packard
Sully
Reputation
“get a holt of you”
Negro
“Ku Kluxer”
Exaggeration
Bout
“outta”
“one of us”
Last Supper

Definition/Translation
A telegram company, now
used to send money
Ingenioso
Mandados
Siren; the loud noise
police cars/ firetruck
make
A slang word for “police
officer” or “cop”. Copper
is also a metal, like the
kind used to make pennies
That’s a boy. It means,
“good job”.
Shoot me
Wrestle, struggle
Keep a secret
Parties means people
Snacks and drinks
Secret
Talking about
Fall asleep
Type of car
Get dirty
What people think of you
Get ahold of you; contact
you
An old term for a Black
American
A member of the K.K.K.

Cognate

Confidencial
Negociación

Reputación

Exageración
What a boxing match is
called
Out of; from.
A Black man
The last meal Jesus ate
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“Pops’s”

Idioms
“take a bullet for me”
“left the earth”
“cut a light on”
“my two cents”

“Pops” is a slang word for
an old man

Get shot on purpose to save me
Died
Turn the light on
My thoughts

A Royal Canadian Mounted Police

(https://ericandabbiefixthecrossword.wordpress.com/2011/01/02/works-in-translation-1-2-2011/ )

Ku Klux Klan in the
1920s
(http://what-when-how.com/newjersey/konrad-adolf-to-labormovement-new-jersey/)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 13
Building Background

Vocabulary
Definition/Translation
Accusing
“nohow, no way, nuh-uh” A lot of ways to say that
something is not possible
Ensayando
Rehearsing
Restaurant
Pícaro
Scamp
Digest
Trumpet player
“horn player”
Sax / saxophone
Trombone
The White man in the
“palest member”
group of Black men
Piano
Going to
“gonna”
A type of car
Buick
Like you have butter on
Butterfingers
your fingers and drop
things
Disparates
Nonsense
Give proper attention
“give… props”
Affection
Mal, malvado,
Evil, wicked, nasty
desagradable
Tacaño, for a person.
Cheap
Barato for buying things.

Cognate
Acusando

Restaurante
Digerir
Trompeta
Saxófono
Trombón

Piano

Afecto
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Shunned
“in his will”

Gig
Meddling
Funny shaped black
suitcases
Prying
“fella”
Craw

Rehuido
A ‘will’ is a legal document
that lists people who
receive inheritance
A job
Intromisión
Insturment cases

Herencia

Husmeando
Fellow; a guy, a friend
Stomach

Idioms
“What in Sam Hill… “
“This is your little red wagon…”
“be straight with me”
“spring for”
“my bread and butter”
“busted a gut laughing”
“get on [his] good side”
“chops”; Comes from “busting his
chops”
“on borrowed time”

The same as “What the heck…”
This is your responsibility
Tell me the truth
Pay for
The way I make money to buy food
Laughing so hard it uses all your belly
muscles
Make someone happy and like you
Teasing someone a lot
Running out of time
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1930s Packard

(http://www.forwallpaper.com/wallpaper/1930-packard-733-club-sedan-591771.html )
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1930s Buick (https://www.flickr.com/photos/thompsonkirk/4549654170/in/photostream/ )
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 14
Building Background

Vocabulary
Gentleman
Acquaintance
“My Lord”
“swole up”
Diarrhea
Constipation
Stampede
Impress
“scours up”
Sweetheart
“swopped”
“magic fairy dust”
Candle
Hum
Blinked
Toothpick
Tremendous
Rusty
Valve
Squeaked
Bawling
Idioms
“diarrhea of the mouth”
“constipation of the brain”
“I am crushed.”
“On the House.”

Definition/Translation
Hombre bien educado
Conocimiento/ conocido
¡Dios mío!
Swollen; hinchado
Estreñimiento

Cognate

diarrea
Constipación
Estampida
Impresionar

Find, dig for
Cariño, querido
piled on top
Polvo de hadas mágico
Vela
Tararear
Parpadeó
Palillo
Tremendo
Oxiado
Valva
Chirriaba
Crying very hard

Talking non-stop
Not thinking clearly
I am offended. I feel sad.
Free
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 15
Building Background
Grand Central Station

Vocabulary
Staircase
Closet
Wolfman
Ghost
“snoop around”
Thumbtacks
Idioms
“don’t buy it”
“going at each other”

A very big and very busy train station
in New York City.
Definition/Translation
Escalera
armario
Hombre-lobo
Fantasma, espíritu
Husmear
Chinchetas

Cognate

Don’t believe it
Arguing
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 16
Building Background
“Inside-the-house outhouses”

Vocabulary
Stretched
Automobile
Blinked
Neighborhood
Sympathy
Discuss
Fetch
Patient
“old toughie”
“suitcase of your’n”
Copacetic
Companionship
Embouchure

Complicated
Darling
Process
Propose
Prodigy

An indoor bathroom. Many people in the
1930s had an outhouse, or a toilet area
separate from the house. (photos)

Definition/Translation
Estiré
Car
Parpadeé
Bario

Cognate
Automóvil

Simpatía
Discutir
Get
Paciente
A strong person; mentally
and physically
Suitcase of yours
Fine, good, OK
Fitting your mouth to the
mouthpiece of an
instrument

Compañerismo
Embocadura

Complicado
Querido, amor

Idioms
“that’s how that cookie’s going to
crumble”
“pull your own weight”

Proceso
Proponer
Prodigio

How things will happen
Do as much work as you can for your
age and size
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Indoor, pull-chain toilet
(https://www.pinterest.com/themeparkfan/antique-toilet-and-bathroomfixtures/)

Outhouse
(http://www.arbonvalley.com/2010/10/halloween/)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 17
Building Background
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea

Vocabulary
Squab
Leak
“slacking off”
“wrunged out”
Rumbly
Drift
Swirled
Floated
Stool
Thunder
“American”
Curtsey
Idioms
“piece of cake”

A book written by Jules Verne in 1870.
It is about a submarine, the Nautilus
and its crew, and Captain Nemo.

Definition/Translation
A worker on a boat or
submarine
Fuga
Being lazy; vago
Wrung out; removing the
water
Retumbo
Alejarse
Se arremolinaba

Cognate

Flotó
Taburete
Trueno
English
The bow a lady does

Very easy
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 18
Building Background
“Dirty Deed”

Vocabulary
dinky
Eighty-eights
Polkas and waltzes
“whatever”
“roundish”
Silver dollars
Velvet
Mildew
Rummaging/snooping

The band needed a white person to help
them get jobs in towns that did not like
brown-skinned people. He also “owned”
the house, because black men were not
allowed to own houses.
Definition/Translation
Very small
A piano; it has 88 keys
Types of music
Lo que sea
Redondo
Coins, made of silver, 50¢
terciopelo
moho
Husmeando

Idioms
“I’m putting my hat in with him.”
“We haven’t been stiffed yet.”
“Not the sharpest knife in the
drawer”

Cognate

I am supporting him. (Lo apoyo.)
We always get our money
Not very smart
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1936 “Silver Dollar” (fifty-cent piece)
(http://www.coinstudy.com/1936-half-dollar-value.html)
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Bud, Not Buddy
Chapter 19
Building Background

Vocabulary
Insinuating
Conclusions
“big-boneded”
Tippy-toed
“two silver tongues”
“ ‘nother “
Tragedies
Weeping
“ruint”
Mare
“for instance”
“schooling”
“overboard”
“crow”
Precious
Iron
Heal
Scar
Ornery
Pawnshop
Merchandise
Crinkly /wrinkly
Reed
Dent
Alto
Repadded, refelted,
resprung
“Go ‘head on”
Rude

Definition/Translation

Cognate
Insinuando
conclusiones

A more polite way to say
“fat”
En puntillas
The metal latches
Another; otro
Tragedias
Crying; llorando
Ruined;
Yegua
Por ejemplo
Education
Too much; demasiado
Talk loudly and a lot

Arruinado

Precioso
Hiero
Curar
Cicatriz
Desagradable
Casa de empeño
Mercancías
Arrugada
caña
Mella
A musical term
Repaired; reparo
Go ahead; que te vayas
Rudo, grosero
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“boo-hooing”
Imagination

Crying

Idioms
“put a couple nickels together”
“on the peanuts we get”

Imaginación

Collected money
What little money we earn

Saxophone Family. Bud got an Alto, Eddie had a Tenor.
(http://danabreu.com/saxophone-stuff/)
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A Companion Guide for

The Lightning Thief
Riordan, 2005.

Created by Emily Naetzker, 2015.
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Introduction
This guide has been designed to help Spanish-speaking English Learners better
comprehend assigned ELA readings, while increasing vocabulary and enhancing metalinguistic awareness.
Helping students identify cognates (words that are similar in spelling, meaning, and
pronunciation in two languages), as well as offering examples of consistent morphology, will
increase their understanding of how English “works”, as well as their native language. The
increased understanding of how languages work, and how to apply that knowledge, is metalinguistic awareness. An example of this process could be;
GEOLOGY: “geo” means earth, “ology” means the study of. Geology means the study of
earth.
GEOLOGIST: “geo” means earth, “ology” means the study of, “ist” makes it a noun (person).
Geologist means a person that studies the earth.
Geology and geologist are cognates in Spanish; geología and geólogo. (The ‘o’ at the end of
the word indicates it is a masculine noun, however, it is used for men and women.)
Many words used in academic texts are cognates, and drawing students’ attention
to the fact that they possess this vocabulary in their native language, can assist them
greatly in English acquisition, vocabulary retention, and reading comprehension.
Another aspect of language acquisition that is often overlooked is explicit
instruction of idioms. Idioms are phrases or sentences with a non-literal meaning. If a
student tries to translate the phrase or sentence verbatim, the meaning would be missed
entirely. A commonly used idiom in English is, “It’s raining cats and dogs,” which
figuratively means it is raining heavily. As educators, it is important to point out idioms in
speech and text, and explicitly explain their figurative meaning. It’s a piece of cake, right?
The first chapter in the guide is for building background knowledge and offering
students the historical context for the story. In each chapter, there are vocabulary words
that are either unfamiliar or culturally tied, as well as cognates, and any idioms
encountered. Photos are included to offer visuals with some of the more difficult
vocabulary and cultural references.
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The Lightning Thief
Building Background (suggested lesson)
LESSON TITLE
CONTENT STANDARDS
CONTENT OBJECTIVES
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
VOCABULARY

COGNATES

H.O.T.S.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

BUILDING BACKGROUND/
CONNECT PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
MEANINGFUL ACTIVITY

REVIEW ASSESSMENT

Greek Mythology, Genealogy of the gods and goddesses, geography
within book
CCSS.L.1c, 2, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 6; CCSS.SL.1, 6; CCSS.RL.1, 4, 11a;
CCSS.W.2b, 1b
SWBAT describe the 3 main rulers in Greek mythology and one lesser
god; SWBAT locate Greece, Rome, and New York City on a map/globe
SWBAT identify a minimum of 5 cognates; SWBAT share an English
word that is new to them from this lesson
Greece, Greek, mythology, history, god(s), goddess(es), Titans, Mount
Olympus, ocean/sea, war, forge, weapons, rule, ruler, ruled, satyr,
minotaur, centaur, nymph, symbol, spear, trident, lightning bolt
Grecia, griega, mitología, historia, mapa, Titán, Olimpo*, océano, forja,
símbolo, sátiro, tridente, centauro, Minotauro, ninfa (*Note that
Mount Olympus is more simply “Olimpo” in Spanish.)
Why did each of the gods have a power related to the Earth/weather?
(The students should consider advancements in science and
technology that the ancient Greeks did not have…)
Worksheets: brief history of hierarchy of Greek mythology, list of gods
and their powers, matching review/assessment
Access to Disney’s Hercules, overhead projector, white board with
markers, pens, pencils, map or globe
Has anyone seen a Percy Jackson movie? Geography: where is Greece?
Which other time periods in history had many gods (Romans, Pagans,
Hindus, etc.)?
Teacher will show the first few minutes of the Disney movie Hercules,
in which a brief history is given of Kronos, the Titans and the image of
the gods on Mount Olympus; Students will place markers on
maps/globe to indicate Greece, Rome, and New York (with others to
be added as story develops).
Ticket Out the Door: Students will match gods with their characteristics
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Chronology of Greek Mythological rulers

Titans

• Cronus (or Kronos) killed his
father Uranus
• Cronus led the Titans and ruled
the Earth

• Cronus married Rhea, but ate
all their children
"The Golden • Rhea hid the last child, Zeus
Age"

Olympians

• Zues freed his siblings and
became the ruler of the gods
• Zues banished his father and
the Titans to Tartarus
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The Gods and Their Powers
Zeus
Often shown with a lightning bolt as his symbol of
power

The ruler of the gods; the most powerful of the gods.

Hades
He kidnapped Demeter's daughter, Persephone, who
he forced to live with him for half of each year.

The ruler of the Underworld and the dead

Poseidon
The god of the sea; second most powerful god.

Often shown with a trident as his symbol of power

Ares
The god of war.

Often shown with a spear as his symbol of power

Athena
The goddess of wisdom; also good at war
strategy.

Often shown with an owl as her symbol of
power.

Hermes
The god of messengers, tricksters and thieves;
the fastest god.

Often shown wearing shoes and helmet with
wings.
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Aphrodite
The goddess of love and beauty.

She protected sailors. Her symbol is a dove.

Dionysus
The god of wine.

Often shown with tiger stripes and grape leaves.

Hestia
The goddess of the hearth; oldest of the gods.

Fire is her symbol. She was not mentioned much
in myths.

Hephaestus
The god of fire and the forge; was married to
Aphrodite.

He made weapons and tools for the other gods, but
was peaceful.

Hera
The queen of Olympus; goddess of marriage.

She was Zues' sister and wife.

Demeter
The goddess of harvest. The sister of Zeus.

Often shown with wheat as her symbol. Her daughter,
Persephone, lived with Hades half of the year.

(http://www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0881990.html)
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Other Mythical Creatures

Half-blood

Satyr

• Half
human,
half god

• Half
human,
half goat

• Half
human,
half bull

Centuar

Naiad

Nymph

• A nymph
that
watches
over
fresh
water

• A female
spirit;
usually
in water
or trees

• Half
man,
half
horse

Minotaur
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 1
Building Background
Manhattan

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Museo
Metropolitano de Arte)

Saratoga
Revolutionary War

Tom Sawyer

Vocabulary
Accidentally
Vaporize
Algebra
Advice
Normal
Dangerous
Fiction
Envy
Recognize
Immediately
“boarding student”
“troubled kids”

Miserable

A borough (municipio) in New York;
over one million people live in
Manhattan.
A very large museum in New York that
holds over two million pieces of art.
Take a virtual trip:
http://www.metmuseum.org/
A place in New York
The war America fought to have
independence from England (17751783)
A character in books written by Mark
Twain. He has many wild adventures.

Definition/Translation

Cognate
Accidentalmente
Vaporizar
Álgebra

Aviso, consejos
Normal
Peligroso
Ficción
Envidiar
Reconocer
Inmediatamente
Estudiante que vive en la
escuela
Kids that misbehave in
school and/or at home;
mala conducta
Miserable
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Field trip

“mental-case”
Greek and Roman
Torture
Motorized
Wheelchair
“freckly, redheaded”
Kleptomaniac
Scrawny
Crippled
Probation
Headmaster
Suspension
Embarrassing*
Mumbled
Dodged
Decked
“echoey”
Sphinx
Chaperone
“barfing up”
“busted”
Disgorge
Immortal
Scythe
Scattered
Doofuses
“vitally important”
Dyslexia

The class leaves school to
go somewhere else to
learn something special
Alguien con problemas
psicológicos
Griega y romana
Tortura
Motorizado
Silla de ruedas
Pecosa, pelirroja
Someone who steals
Flacucho
Lisiado
Libertad condicional
Director of the school

Cleptómano

Suspensión
Embarazoso
Masculló
Esquivaba
Hit; golpeado
Retumbante
An adult that watches
over others, usually kids
Vomiting
Caught doing something
inappropriate
Vomit
Will never die
A large, curved blade on a
long handle; Guadaña
Disperse
Tontos, bobos
Lo más importante
A reading problem; the
letters seem to move
around

Esfinge
Chaperón
Vomitar

Inmortal

Importante
Dislexia
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Attention deficit
disorder (ADD)
“Snow storms, flooding,
wildfires from lightning”
Fountain
Philosophical
Handicapped
Tourists
Materialized
Triumphant
Desperately
Smirked
Entrance
Misinterpreting
Frieze
Growling
Nervous
Pulverize
Ma’am
Confess
Suffer
Illegal
Stash
Stretched
Talons
Melted
Leathery
“shrivled hag”
Bat
Fangs
Ribbons
Lunged
Trembling

When a person has a hard
time paying attention
Tormentas de nieve,
inundaciones, incendios
forestales de relámpago
Fuente
Filosófico
Discapacitado
turistas
Se materializó
Triunfante
Desesperadamente
A smile with attitude;
Sonreirse satesfecho

A part of a building that
is artistic
Gruñendo

Entrada
Malinterpretando
Friso

Nervioso(a)
Pulverizar
Madam or mademoiselle;
señora o señorita
Confesar
Sufrir
Ilegal
Alijo
Estiraron
Garras
Derretía
Correoso
Bruja arrugada
Murciélago
Colmillos
Cintas
Se abalanzó
Temblar
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Imaginé
Utensilio

Imagined
Utensil
Idioms
“something stirring inside”

Feelings and emotions that cause
physical reaction
Enjoying a book very much
“absorbed in his novel”
*Embarrassed has a false cognate, embarazada, which means pregnant.

Frieze

(http://cdm.reed.edu/cdm4/studyguides/temples/overviewstyles.html)

Frieze sculpture
"Strategie" with the
Greek gods Hermes,
Hephaestus, Ares and
Athena

(http://www.pbase.com/bmcmorrow/image/143004237)
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Scythe

(http://www.turbosquid.com/Search/Index.cfm?keyword=scythe)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 2
Building Background
Hudson Valley
Atlantic
Upper East Side
Chiron

Charon
“Polydictes”; Polydectes
Polydeuces
Greyhound

Vocabulary
Knit
Occasional
“twenty-four/ seven”

Hallucination
“psycho”
Squalls
“cranky and irritable”
Lazy
Homesick
Obnoxious
Stepfather

The area in New York near the Hudson
River.
Atlantic Ocean; the ocean to the east
of New York.
A neighborhood (barrio) in Manhattan.
His father was Kronos; he was
different from other centaurs. He had
a gift of medicine. He was very smart.
The ferryman that takes dead souls
across the river Styx to Hades.
A king of a Greek island in Greek
Mythology.
Greek hero, also called Pollux. Had a
twin brother Castor.
A bus company. It is like a taxi that
takes you long distances.
Definition/Translation
tejer

Cognate
Ocasional

An expression for “24
hours a day, 7 days a
week”; all the time
Alucinación
Crazy (slang); loco
A storm that happens
quickly; chubasco
Diagradable
Perezoso, vagante
To miss your home;
extrañar; nostálgico
Odioso, desagradable
Padrastro
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Conjugating
Ants
Faculty
Ajar
Eavesdropper
“summer solstice”
Suspiciously
“archer’s bow”
Snuffling
“bleary-eyed”
Discouraged
Sarcastic
Destined
Suitcase
“juvenile delinquents”
Subscriptions
Passengers
Fidgety
Twitch(ed)
Winced
Yelped
Maple trees
Cherries, apples,
walnuts, apricots
Cider (apple cider)
Ancient
Scissors
“Sasquatch or Godzilla”
Compartment
Request
Superstition

Cambiarse
Hormigas
People that work there
Open a little bit
Fisgón
Solsticio de verano
Con recelo; de modo
sospechoso
La proa del arquero
Smelling, sniffing;
olfateando
Red, tired eyes
Desalentado

conjugando

solsticio

Arquero

Sarcástico
Destino
Maleta
Young people with
problems

Delincuentes juveniles
Suscripciones
Pasajeros

Agitarse
Contracción nerviosa
Hizo una mueca
Gritó
Trees that give us maple
syrup; arces
Cerezas, manzanas,
nueces, albaricoques
A very flavorful type of
Sidra
juice
Muy viejos, antiguo
Tijeras
Very large monsters from
other stories
Compartimiento
Solicitud
superstición
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Mournfully
Coffin

Tristemente
Ataúd

Idioms
“I snapped”
“Words started swimming off the
page”

I let out my anger and frustration
When eyes get tired and letters seem
to move; also due to dyslexia

The Five
Boroughs of New
York

(http://kids.britannica.com/comptons/art-166363/The-five-boroughs-of-New-York-City)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 3
Building Background
Montauk

Vocabulary
Unexpectedly
Bus terminal
“Instead of”
Rottenest
Novelist
“tuskless walrus”
Nauseous
Bloodhound
Scowled
“passed gas”
Sparkle
Quilt
Demanded
Expelled/expulsion
Convinced
Incredibly
“griping and groaning”
Disappearing
“suckered”
Rebellious
Marshmallows
Misty
Resented
Voyage

A place on Long Island, New York,
where people like to vacation. There
are many beaches. It is surrounded by
ocean.
Definition/Translation
Inesperadamente
The place where people
get on and off the bus
En vez de
Lo peor
Someone who writes
novels
Morsa sin colmillos

Cognate
Terminal de
autobus/guagua

Novelista

Nauseabundo
A dog that can smell very
well
Frunció el ceño
Hizo pedo
Brillo
colcha
Exigio
Expulsado/expulcion
Convencido
Increiblemente
Quejarse
Desapareciendo
Tricked; engañado
Rebelled
Malvaviscos
Brumoso
Resentido
Viaje
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Slithered
Strangle
Vivid
Goading
Artillery
Mallets
Sternly
Stammered
Hindquarters
Cloven hooves
Idioms
“showed his true colors”
“punch my lights out”
“carry his own weight”

Deslizado
Estrangular
Vívido
Provocar
Artillería
Mazos
Severamente
Balbuceó
Cuartos traseros
pezuñas

How he really is; como se comporta
realmente
Hit me until I was unconscious
Do his share of work

Montauk,
Long Island

© Google Maps
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Cloven Hooves

(http://www.goldridge08.com/anking/Ungulates.htm)

Walrus without tusks
(http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2014/01/22/ny-aquarium-moves-walrus-to-texas-during-repairs/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 4
Building Background
The Fates

In Greek Mythology, they were three
sisters that were connected to destiny
(destino). They had control of the
“thread of life” (hilo de la vida).
Daughter of Helios (the Sun). Was
cursed by Poseidon, and had a baby
with a bull; the Minotaur.

Pasiphae

Vocabulary
Bullfighting
Lanolin
Bleat
Trample
Bellowing
“Lord of the Dead”
Minions
Anticipating
Delayed
Daze
Explanation
Motionless
Faltered
Lumbering
Desperately
Deliberately
Surprisingly
Aid
Stumbling
Enormous
nostrils
Snout

Definition/Translation
tauromaquia
A fatty oil that comes
from wool
The noise a goat makes
Pisotear
Bramar
Zues
Evil helpers; secuaces

Cognate
lanolina

Anticiparse
Retrasado
Aturdimiento
Explicación
Inmóvil
Tambaleado
Walking in a heavy,
difficult way
Desesperadamente
Deliberadamente
Asombrosamente
Help; Ayuda, socorro
Tropezando
Enorme
Fosas nasales
Hocico
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Sideways
Tromping
Separate
Reeked
“crest of the hill”
“holographic projection”
Springboard
Rage
Agony
Disintegrate
Vanish
Collapsing
Conscious

Idioms
“Keeping tabs on you”

De lado
Walking heavily
Separar
Smelled horrible;
Apestaba
The highest part, the top
Proyeccion holográfica
Plataforma de
lanzamiento
Rabia
Agonía
Desintegrarse
Desaparecer
Colapso
Consiente

Awake, able to
understand

Watching and making notes about what
you do and where you go

Minotaur

Minotaur, by Johannes Holm.
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 5
Building Background
Styx

In Greek Mythology, it is a river
between Earth and the Underworld,
where Hades rules the dead.
In America, 1920-1933, when no all
alcohol was illegal.

Prohibition

Vocabulary
Pinochle
“passed out”
Husky
Dozen
Surroundings
Strawberries
Parasol

Maraschino cherry
Nightmare
Reverently
Uncomfortably
Orphan
Fault
Grief
Gingerly
Dynamite
Landscape
Architecture
Pavilion
Amphitheater
Canoes
Archery
Mischievous

Definition/Translation
A card game
Fell asleep
Fornido
12
Ambiente
Fresas
A tiny parasol to make a
drink look fancy;
sombrilla
A very red, sweet cherry
Pesadilla
With respect; con
respeto

Cognate

Docena

Reverentemente
Incómodamente
Huérfano

Culpa
Sadness; pesadumbre
Con mucho cuidado
Dinamita
Paisaje
Vestuario
Long, narrow boats
Tiro al arco
Travieso

Arquitectura
Pabellón
Anfiteatro
Canoa
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Scooted
Startling
Intimidating
Pseudonym

Moved a little bit
Alarmante

Potential
Impatiently
Civilized
Sympathetically
Typical
Orientation
Sufficient
Timidly
Metaphysical

Potencial
Impacientemente
Educated, well behaved
Civilizado
Simpatía
Típico
Orientación
Bastante
Suficiente
Tímidamente
Things that may exist but Metafísico
cannot be seen
esfuerzos
Will die; opposite of
Mortal
immortal
Vista
Perspectiva
Obedientemente
Incinerar
Confinado
Infelizmente
Influenciar
Where things come
Convergencia
together
Conocimiento
Prominentemente
Terciopelo
Trapped

Endeavors
Mortals
Perspective
Dutifully
Incinerates
Confined
Unhappily
Influence
Convergence
Consciousness
Prominently
Velvet
“cooped up”
Idioms
“live on the streets”
“hitting the happy juice”

Pseudo = fake, nym =
name; fake name

Intimidante
Seudónimo

Be homeless
Drinking alcohol
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Juice with a parasol and Maraschino Cherry

(http://partydrinkumbrellas.com/)

An example of a Greek Pavilion

(http://www.sandiegohistory.org/collections/lomaland/lomaconcert.htm)
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A drawing of a Greek amphitheater
(http://cuttingball.com/blog/antigones-origins-theatre-in-ancient-greece/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 6
Building Background
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade

Native Americans

Red Cross
Theseus
The Furies
“Ambrosia and Nectar”

Vocabulary
“supreme lord”
“pooper scooper patrol”
Shy
“four stories tall”
Weathervane
Distinct impression
Attic
Demonstrate
Equivalent
“sword and shield”

A parade in New York City that
happens every year on Thanksgiving.
There are many large balloons,
marching bands, and singing. Santa
Clause is at the end of the parade.
The peoples that first lived in North
America. They lived in groups, called
tribes. They hunted, fished and
gathered food.
An international group that helps
people after fires, tornadoes, etc.
In Greek Mythology, he was a hero that
beat many monsters, like the Minotaur.
Hades’ evil helpers. In the book, they
call them “Kindly Ones”.
Ambrosia is the food of the gods.
Nectar is the drink of the gods. They
can only be consumed by gods or demigods.

Definition/Translation
Señor supremo
Responsible for cleaning
up poop
Tímido
De cuatro pisos
Shows the direction of
the wind; veleta
Clara impresión
Desván

Cognate
Supremo

Ático
Demonstrar
Equivalente

Espada y escudo
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Armory
Stables
Lethal
“mess hall”
Mausoleums

Pomegranates
Peacocks
Lonely
Wild boar
Barbed wire
Sneer
Kinsmen
Barbaric
Boring
Depressing
“hard of hearing”
Caduceus
Unsettling
Blushing
Sullen
Determined /
Undetermined
Dispel
Swallow
Hardwired
Impulsive
“newbie”
Sauntering
“initiation ceremony”

Where horses are kept

Armería
Establos
Letal

Where food is prepared;
comedor
A building that has one or Mausoleo
more tombs (tumbas) for
dead people
Granadas
Pavos reales
Solitario
Jabalí
Alambre de espino
A mean look; Cara de
desprecio
Exteneded family;
parientes
Barbárico, bárbaro
Aburrido
Deprimente
Problems hearing; casisordo
See picture below
Caduceo
Inquietante
rubor
Hosco
Determinado /
indetermindado
Disipar
Tragar
Cableada
Impulsivo
Someone new to the
group
Paseo lento
A ceremony to include
Ceremonia de iniciación
someone into the group
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“johns”
Plumbing/ pipes
Fixtures
Gawk
Dousing
Idioms
“getting chewed out”
“Greek to me”

Toilets
Fontanería/ tuberías
Accesorios
Stare with your mouth
open; papar moscas
Mojando

Getting yelled at; in trouble
You don’t understand; it is like a
different language altogether
Mausoleum

(http://www.fairmountmemorial.com/services/cremation/mausoleums)
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Caduceus

(http://camphalfblood.wikia.com/wiki/Caduceus)

Weathervane

(http://weathervanespotter.com/bald-eagle-weathervane/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 7
Building Background
Oracle

In Greek Mythology, a person that the
gods used to give messages.
One of the tallest buildings in New
York City. Millions of people visit each
year. Take a virtual trip:
http://www.esbnyc.com/explore
In Greek Mythology, a garden where
Hera grew apples that caused
immortality.

Empire State Building

Garden of Hesperides

Vocabulary
Skeptically
Flirts
Trespassed
Claiming
Ignore
Summoned
Suicide
Quest
Stolen
Resemblance
Toiletries
Bitterness
Switchblade
Hospitality
Conch shell
Seniority
Brazier
Belching
Campfire

Definition/Translation

Cognate
Escépticamente

Coquetas
Prevaricado
Reclamando
Ignorar
Convocado
Suicidio
Búsqueda
Robado
Looks like; parecido,
semejanza
Things you use in the
bathroom
Amargura
Navaja de muelle
Hospitalidad
Caracola
Oldest goes first;
Antigüedad
Brasero
Eructos
Hoguera
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S’mores

Briefly

A desert made of graham
crackers, marshmallows
and chocolate
Brevemente

Idioms
“burst my bubble”

Ruin my happiness

S’more

(http://whatscookingamerica.net/Cookie/Smores/Smores.htm)
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Brazier

(http://lyndahallinan.com/2011/02/20/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 8
Building Background
World War II

1939-1945. A war that included 30
different countries. Millions of people
were killed. The worst war in history.
In the Underworld, where the souls of
bad people went to be punished.

Fields of Punishment

Vocabulary
Capture
Routine
Rotate
Humiliating
Heroic
“jack-of-all-trades”
Despite
Reflexes
Suppressing
Disarming

Technique
Hilt
Maneuver
Abandoned
Appraised
Beginner’s Luck

Singed
“suspended judgment”
Consider
Glumly
Maiden

Definition/Translation

Girar

Cognate
Capturar
Rutina
Rotar
Humillante
Heroico

Hombre orquesta
A pesar de
Reflejos
Suprimiendo
Dis = take away
arm = weapon
remove the weapon
Técnica
Handle of a weapon;
Empuñadura
Maniobra
Abandonado
Tasado
When someone is good at
something the first time
they try
Chamuscado
Wait to decide

Suspender el juicio
Considerar

Sombríamente
Doncella, soltera
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Honorary
Sire
Carnage
Oath
Escort
Aura
Pity
Hollow
Guilty
Sacrificed
Persuaded
Banner
Sly
Temporary
Alliance
Aggressive
Reflections
Gossiped
Creek
Maiming
Taunts
Fireflies
Instinctively
Brandished
Tingling
Numb
Armored breastplate
Shish-ke-babbed
Wounded
Hound
Rhino
Miracle
Trident
Bewildered

Honorario
Create a child, father
Carnicería
Juramento
Escolta, escoltar
Aura
Lastima
Hueco
Culpable

A large flag
Astuto

Sacrificado
Persuadido
Bandera
Temporario
Alianza
Agresivo
Reflexiones

Chismeado
Arroyo
Mutilación
Pullas
Luciérnagas
Instintivamente
Blandido
Hormigueo
Entumecido
Coraza blindada
food on a pointy stick
Herido
Perro
Rhinoceros

Kebab

Rinoceronte
Milagro
Tridente

Desconcertado

Idioms
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Kebabs

(http://www.blisstree.com/2013/05/13/food/kebab-recipes-vegetarian-grilling-ideas-for-a-may-meatless-monday/#2)

Statue of Poseidon with a
trident

(https://storify.com/MayhewMi/poseidongreek-god-of-the-sea)
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Hilt of a sword

(https://www.pinterest.com/pin/572801646327358426/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 9
Building Background
Cyclopes (Cíclope)

Delphi / Phoebus Apollo / Python

Maine

Vocabulary
Rare
Disease
Bruise
Repetitions
“foul play”
Urge
Grappled
Crevice
Verdict
Overcast
Kowtow
“Barnacle-Beard”
Molecules
Erupt
“Spontaneous
combustion”
Exchanged
et cetera
Usurp
Forbidden
Arsenal

In Greek Mythology, a giant (gigante)
that has one eye in the middle of its
forehead.
Delphi is a sacred place in Greek
Mythology; Zeus thought it was the
center of Earth. Apollo was a god that
killed a dragon, Python.
A state in the north eastern part of
the United States.

Definition/Translation

Cognate
Raro

Enfermedad
Contusión, magulladura
Something wrong; “juego
sucio”
Encourage; alentar
Lidiado
Hendedura
Veredicto
Nublado
A bow of deep respect
Barba percebe
Moléculas
Hacer erupción
To catch on fire with no
help
Intercambiado
“etc.”, and similar things
To take away power
Prohibido
Deposito de armas

Combustión espontánea

Usurpar
Arsenal
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Accuse/accusation
Proverbial
Thievery
Diplomacy
Prevail
Wrath
Encouragingly
“four flights up”

Cobwebs
Pickled
Tie-dyed
Marbles
Gruesome
“building super”
Audience
Satisfied
Betray
Grudge
Spy
Motives
Revenge
“frame me”
Invitation
Privileges
Kaleidoscope
Obvious
Domain
Feigning
“messing up”
Violent

Acusar/ acusación
Proverbial
Robo
Diplomacia
Prevalecer
Ira
Alentadoramente
“flight of stairs” significa
una escalera en total de
un piso hasta el próximo.
Entonces, subió cuatro
pisos de la casa
Telarañas
Preserved; en conserva
Teñida
Mármoles
Horripilante
Superintendent of the
apartment building
Audiencia
Satisfecho
Traicionar, engañar
Rancor
Espía
Motivos
Venganza
Make it look like me, but
it was someone else

Faking
Making mistakes

Invitación
Privilegios
Caleidoscopio
Obvio
Dominio
Fingimiento
Violento
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Idioms
“getting busted”
“last straw”

Getting caught; getting in trouble
Also, “the straw that broke the camel’s
back”. “La ultima gota.”

Cyclops

(http://article.wn.com/view/2013/08/29/Percy_Jackson_Sea_Of_Monsters_Greek_demigods_on_the_big_scre/)

Tie-dye

(https://www.pinterest.com/Lazy1023/tie-dyed-stuff/)
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Cobwebs

(http://pixgood.com/cobwebs-in-house.html)

Kaleidoscope

(http://how-to-make-tips.com/how-to-make-a-kaleidoscope/)

Kaleidoscope inside
(http://www.minieco.co.uk/kitchen-rollkaleidoscope/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 10
Building Background
Girl Scout cookie
Yankees
Anaklusmos

Prometheus

Queens
Lincoln Tunnel

New Jersey

Vocabulary
Stuff
Drachmas
Canteen
Feverish
Overdose
Literally
Rasta-style cap
“head of security”
“peepers”
Panted
Sprouted
Hyperventilating
SUV

Cookies sold by the Girl Scouts to raise
money.
New York Yankees baseball team
In Greek Mythology, it was the sword
used by Hercules on his quest. Zoë gave
it to him, and was banished for it.
In Greek Mythology, one of the Titans.
He helped Zeus and the Olympians
defeat Kronos, but then disobeyed
Zeus and was punished for eternity
A borough in New York City
A tunnel that takes traffic under the
Hudson River between Manhattan and
New Jersey
A state in America. It is close to New
York City.
Definition/Translation
Verb; to put a lot of
things in a small space
Coins used in ancient
Greece; monedas
A jug or bottle for water
Sobredosis
Real, not “figurative”
(See photo)
Jefe de la seguridad
Eyes
Breathing like a dog
Brotatdo

Cognate

Cantina
Febril

seguridad

Hiperventilación
Sport Utility Vehicle
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Broncos
“cried”
Riptide
Wary
Extremely
Obscures
Misnomer

Savagery
Propaganda

Appetizers
Punishment
Reduced
Relax
Carpoolers
Rivals
Repulsively
Unfairly
Hacky Sack

Gnarled
Triplet
Casual
Suggested
Eerily
Hideous
Wailing
Uglier
Gargoyle
Rural

A type of horse; caballo
Not “lloro”, but “grito”
Aguas revueltas
Cauteloso
Extremadamente
Oscurece
Mis = wrong
Nom = name
‘er’ = a noun
“a wrong name”
Telling a lot of people
something, usually when
two groups disagree.
Aperitivos
Castigo

Salvajismo
Propaganda

Reducido
Relajar(se)
People who ride together
to work
Repulsivo
Injustamente
A game played by keeping
a small sack from
touching the ground
Nudoso
Trillizos
Sugerido
Inquietantemente
Repulsivo
Crying and yelling;
Lamentaciones
Más feo
Ugly statues on buildings
Country; campo

Tri = 3
Casual

Gárgola
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Stampeded
Stalked
Eternal
Reinforcements
Idioms
“Cracking up”

Pisoteado
Acechado
De siempre

Eterno
Refuerzos

Laughing really hard

Rasta Cap

(http://www.tysvariety.com/cityhats/wholesale/rasta-hats.html)

Gargoyle

(http://www.cvltnation.com/beware-the-faithful-medieval-gargoyles/)

Hacky Sack: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84pWVbG8-XM
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 11
Building Background
“Middle Eastern woman”
Medusa

The Red Baron

Persephone

Vocabulary
Gnome
Emporium
“mess up”
“slit-pupiled”
Terror
Faltered
Piggyback ride
Infrared vision
Indians
Statuary
Wistfully
Vegetarian
Caravan
Circus
Kelp
“laughing gas”

A Muslim woman who is wearing a burqa.
In Greek Mythology, she was a gorgon
with snakes for hair. If anyone looked
into her eyes, they would turn to stone.
The very best fighter-pilot of World
War I. He was from Germany
(Alemania), and won 80 battles. He died
when he was 25 years old.
In Greek Mythology, daughter of
Demeter, lived half the year with
Hades in the Underworld.
Definition/Translation

Cognate
Gnomo
Emporio

Make a mistake
(see photo)
Terror
Titubeado
Paseo de caballito
Visión infrarroja
Native Americans
Estatuaria
Nostalgia
Someone that does not
eat meat

A plant in the ocean ;Alga
marina
Nitrous oxide, a gas
doctors use to calm a
person

Vegetariano
Caravana
Circo
Quelpo
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“XXL”
Hissing
Highway
Marred
Ringmaster
Abruptly
Content
Bossy
Glanced
Noble
Obey
Serpents
Pawn
Menace
Convexity
Distortion
“great nose”
Cackled
Gurgling
“spoil of war”
Petrify
Aimlessly
Bashful
Gorgons

Insufferable
Freight
Impertinent
Criticize
Resign
Idioms
“passed on”
“nail me”

Extra, Extra Large
Silbido
Carretera
Estropeado
Director de circo
Abruptamente
Contento
Mandón
Miró
Noble; de nobleza
Obedecer
Snakes
Peón

Serpientes
Amenaza
Convexidad
Distorsión

He can smell very well
Cacareado
Gorgoteo
Prima de Guerra
Petrificar
Sin rumbo
Tímido
Very ugly female
monsters with snakes for
hair
Insufrible
Carga, flete
Insolente

Impertinente
Criticar
Resignarse

Died
Hit
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A Middle Eastern woman wearing a burqa

(http://trends4ever.com/dresses/burqa-is-going-to-be-almostfashionaand-trend-of-this-modish-age.php/attachment/burqa-in-new-and-different-style-2014)

Slit pupil

(https://rensim.dreamwidth.org/1902.html)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 12
Building Background
Pan

In Greek Mythology, the god of nature,
wild places, shepherds, and goats.
A composer that lived in the 1700s. He
composed over 600 works. Listen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNUXAZjhzA
A type of colorful flower
A train for people to travel. It does not
carry other things like coal or lumber.

Mozart

Gladiola (Gladiolus)
Amtrak

Vocabulary
Volunteered
Polluted
Environmentalist
“clogged up”
Indignantly
Sailor
Pillaging
Generation
Wild
Despair
Awake/awakened
Quivering
Plenty
Screeching
Object
Bragging
Cavern
Whispering
Chasm
Lead

Definition/Translation
Ofrecido
Contaminado
Ambientalista
Obstruido

Cognate

Con indignación
Marinero
Destroying and robbing;
expoliación
Generación
Salvaje, de los campos
Desesperación
Despierto
Temblor
Suficiente
Chillando
Objecto
Fanfarronería
Cueva
Chismes
Abismo
A type of metal that is
heavy; plomo

Caverna
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Treacherous
Zombie
Conversation
Rich
Reward
Strategy

Peligroso
Zombi
Conversación
Rico
Recompensa, premio
Estrategia

Idioms

Gladiolus

(https://www.pinterest.com/dealsdiscount4u/the-wedding-season/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 13
Building Background
Ohio
Mississippi River

A state in America.
A river that goes from Minnesota to
Louisiana. One of the biggest rivers in
the world.
A city in Missouri. It is on the bank of
the Mississippi River.
A monument built to honor Thomas
Jefferson. He was the third president
of the United States.
http://www.nps.gov/jeff/index.htm
A temple built to honor Athena
In Greek Mythology, a monster with a
body made from a lion, goat and snake.
Its tail is a snake with a head that
bites. Its head breathed fire.
In Greek Mythology, she was the
mother of all monsters, like Chimera
and Cerberus. She was half woman, half
snake. Her mate was Typhon, the worst
monster of all.

St. Louis
Gateway Arch

Parthenon
Chimera

Echidna

Vocabulary
Plunge
Opportunity
Splattered
Accosted
Alternately
Berths
Sleeper car
Bothered
Throne

Definition/Translation
Inmersion, sumergirse

Cognate
Oportunidad

Salpicada
Acosado
Alternativamente
Litera
A room on a train with a
bed to sleep
Molestado
Trono
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“deceitful, heartless
and greedy”
Tokens
Inconvenient
Flushed
Pleaded
Layover
Sightseeing
Covered wagons
Insane
Confined
Blimp
Vicious
“observation deck”
Steered
Car
Yapping
Scaly
Blowtorched
“national monument”
Calf
Faithless
Coursing
Plummeted
Idioms
“craned her neck”
“make me nuts”

Engañoso, sin corazón, y
codicioso
Fichas
Inconveniente
Enrojecido
Suplicado
Escala
Look at things in a new
place; Turismo
Carros cubiertos
Demente

Insano
Confinado

Dirigible
Plataforma de
observación
Dirigido
Like a room on a train
Barking
Escamoso
Soplar incendiado

Vicioso
Observación

Monumento nacional
Lower part of leg,
between knee and ankle.
Desleal
Going through
Desplomado

Turned her neck and head to see
Make me crazy/annoyed/upset
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Gateway Arch

(http://adventure.howstuffworks.com/jefferson-national-expansion-memorial.htm)
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The Mississippi River

(http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2013/02/19/fundraiser-women-walking-

length-mississippi-river-147758)

Parthenon

(http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/444840/Parthenon/images-videos)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 14
Building
Background
A city in California. It is known for its beaches and pier (muelle).
Santa
Monica
A famous intersection in Manhattan. It is best known for the New
Times
Year’s Eve celebrations. Go there:
Square
http://www.earthcam.com/usa/newyork/timessquare/?cam=tsrobo3
Vocabulary
Fugitive
Steeples
Skyscrapers
Catfish
Realization
Butterscotch
Descend
Foul
“emergency vehicle”
Investigation
Adolescent
Fatalities
Authorities
Trundled

Definition/Translation

Cognate
Fugitivo

The top of churches;
campanario
Rascacielos
A large fish (see photo);
Realización
Caramelo de azúcar con
mantequilla
Bajar
Sucio, vil
Police, ambulance, fire
truck
Teenager
Deaths

Descender
Vehículo de emergencia
Investigación
Adolecente
Fatalidades
Autoridades

Hacer rodar

Idioms
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Catfish
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catfish)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 15
Building Background
Denver
Kansas
Rocky Mountains

Iris

Cupid

Romeo and Juliet

Vocabulary
Veered
Nozzle
Scumbag
Chrome
Caucasian
Wicked
“S’okay”
Sneer
Proposition
Prairie dog
Generous
Bad fortune
Padlocked
Unintended

A city in the state of Colorado.
A state in America.
Mountains that are in the western
United States and Canada.
http://rockymountainnationalpark.com/
In Greek Mythology, she was the
personification of the rainbow (arco
iris) and the messenger to the gods.
In Greek Mythology he is known as
Eros. He is the god of attraction and
affection. He shoots people with
arrows (flechas) to make them fall in
love.
Characters in a play written by
Shakespeare. They have a forbidden
love and would rather die than be
apart.
Definition/Translation
Cambiado
Boquilla
A nasty person
A “White” person
Malvado
It + Is + Okay
Cara de desprecio

Cognate
Virar

Cromo
Caucásico

Proposición
Perrito de las praderas
Generoso
Mala suerte
Candado
No intencional
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Somersault
Commemorative
Marooned
Enthusiastic
Indescribable
Metal filament
Trip wire
Metallic
Corral
Swarmed
Capsizing
Valentine’s Day
Trajectory
Momentum
Whale
Bullies

Voltereta
Conmemorativo
Abandonado
Entusiasta
Indescriptible
Filamento de metal
A hidden wire that starts
a trap or camera
Metálico
Acorralar
Pululaban
Zozobra

Impulso
Ballena
Peleones

Idioms
“wiped me out”
“cranking up”

Dia del San Valentin
Trayectoria
Momento

Took everything, or made me tired
Increasing

Prairie Dogs

(http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/do-prairie-dogs-bark/)
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Rocky Mountains

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Mountains)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 16
Building Background
L.A.
Vegas

Los Angeles. A large city in California.
Las Vegas, Nevada. A city with casinos,
hotels, and entertainment.
A Harley-Davidson motorcycle. Known
for its engine rumble.
In Greek Mythology, a mortal woman
who challenged Athena to a weaving
(tejeduría) contest. Arachne lost, and
Athena turned her into a spider.
A prestigious college in Massachusetts.
Federal Bureau of Investigations

Harley
Arachne

Harvard
FBI
Vocabulary
Eighteen wheeler
Humane
Defenseless
Hostages
Smug
Cast
Filthy
Pathetic
Albino
Apparently
Mismatched
Concentrating
Destination
Shuddered
Via
Rainbow
Expressions
Failure
Rescue

Definition/Translation
A semi (truck)

Cognate
Humano, humanitario
Indefenso

Rehenes
Presumido
Lanzar, echar
Muy sucio
No color in the hair or
skin

Patético
Albino
Aparentemente

Coinciden
Concentrándose
Destino
Estremecido
Por
Arco iris

Vía
Expresiones

Fracaso
Salvamento

Rescate
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Courage
Sigh
Marveled
Keepsake
Self-inflicted pain
“standardized test”
Straightjacket
Strayed
Mused
Aloud
Unpredictable
Oblige
Indignation
Herbivore
Smugglers
Torment
Casinos
Sanctuary
Kidding
Doorman / bellhop
Skeet-shooting /clay
pigeons
Rednecks
“brainiac”
Yanked
“such a shame”
Heat lightning
Idioms
“plug them”
“over the hill”

Coraje
Suspiro
Maravillado
Recuerdo
Hurting yourself
Like the NYSESLAT;
Prueba estandarizada
Camisa de fuerza
Extraviado
Reflexionó
Out loud; en voz alta
Imprevisible
Falta de respeto
Eats only plants
Contrabandistas
Anguistia
Casas de juego
Asilo
Es broma
Workers at a hotel
A game where clay disks
are shot with a gun
Paletos
Slang; someone very
smart
Pulled hard; tirado
Que lastima
Rayo de calor

Estandarizada

Obligar
Indignación
Herbívoro
Tormento
Casinos
Santuario

Shoot them
Old, going down the hill toward death
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A woman with an
Albino Lion

(http://animal-picture.com/albino-lion.html/albino-lion-8-jpg)

Clay pigeons for skeet
shooting

(http://www.askaboutsports.com/skeet-shooting/)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 17
Building Background
Mojave Desert
Death Valley

Pacific
Grand Canyon

Nereid
Barbara Walters
Lava Lamp
Procrustes

Vocabulary
Taxi
Cabbie
Speedometer
Bribe
Blackmail
Mystified
Common
Clever
Carnival rides
Dunes
Toxic
Sand-dollar
Sandbar

A large desert that covers part of
California, and some other states.
A valley (valle) in the Mojave Desert.
The hottest, driest place in North
America.
The Pacific Ocean. It is on the western
boarder of the United States.
A huge canyon (cañón) in the south
western part of America. Take a tour:
http://www.nps.gov/grca/index.htm
Sea nymph. Sometimes called goddess
of the sea. She helped Poseidon.
A celebrity. She interviewed people for
a TV show called 20/20.
(see picture)
In Greek Mythology, he was known as
the Stretcher.
Definition/Translation
Taxi cab
The person driving the
taxi cab
Velocímetro
Soborno
Chantaje

Cognate
Taxi

Mistificada
Común
Paseos de carnival
Dunas de arena

Carnaval
Dunas
Toxico

Dolar de arena
Banco de arena
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Currents
Mako shark
Distractingly
Sea horse
Freshwater
Occupy
Favoritism
Influence
Realm
Grimaced
Brainwashed
Cult
Psychologist
Chaotic
Mugging
Qualified
Boomed
Reptilian
Stretch
Workmanship
Inconsiderate
Strangled
“demo”
Wincing
Idioms
“I don’t scare easy”
“barge in”
“His eyes lit up”

Corrientes oceánicas
A type of small shark
(Tiburón)
Distracción
Caballito de mar
Not salt water; Agua
fresca
Ocupar
Favoritismo
Influenciar
Reino
Hacer muecas
Lavado el cerebro
Culto
Psicólogo
Caótico
Asalto
Calificado
Retumbó
Reptil
Estirar
Hechura

Demonstration
Hacienda una mueca

Inconsiderado, sin
consideración
Estrangulado
Demonstración

I do not get scared easily
Come in quickly without asking
You can see excitement in his eyes
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Lava Lamp
(www.lavalamp.com)

Sand dollars

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sand_dollar)
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Seahorse (https://www.pinterest.com/sungardenmk/seahorses/)

Mojave Desert Map
(http://kids.britannica.com/elementary/art178827)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 18
Building Background
Valencia Boulevard
Barry Manilow
Pearly Gates
Erebus
Cerberus
Asphodel Fields
King Minos

Thomas Jefferson

Shakespeare

Fields of Elysium

Vocabulary
“whup”
Particular
Transparent
Precious
Nudged
Drowned
Hovered

A road in Santa Monica, California.
A singer.
The gates at the entrance of Heaven.
In Greek Mythology, the entrance to
the Underworld.
A three-headed hellhound that guards
the entrance to the Underworld.
In Greek Mythology, the place where
ordinary souls (almas) go.
In Greek Mythology, he was the King of
Crete (una isla griega). Every nine
years, he would have seven boys and
seven girls fight the Minotaur in the
labyrinth. When he died, he became a
judge (juez) in the Underworld.
The third President of the United
States. The Gateway Arch was built to
honor him.
A writer that lived from 1564-1616. He
wrote Romeo and Juliet, and many
other works.
In Greek Mythology, the place where
heroes souls went. The gods could
chose other souls to go there, too.
Definition/Translation
Dar una paliza

Cognate
Particular
Transparente
Precioso

Dar un codazo suave
Ahogado
Flotar, estar suspendido
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Appreciation
Mention
Freeloaders
Escorted
Dizzy
Barge
Stalactites

Reassurance
Portcullis
Judgment
“vaguely familiar”
Orphanages
Stubborn
Persistent
Rottweiler /
Mastiff / Doberman
Wooly mammoth
Baleful
Melancholy
Keening

Apreciación
Mencionar
People who want something without
paying
Escoltado
Mareado
A flat boat; barcaza
Water and minerals that form icicle
shapes from cave ceilings. Look:
http://cacahuamilpa.conanp.gob.mx/
Seguridades
A large, moving gate (see photo)
Juicio
Vagamente familiar
Orfanatos
Terco, obstinado
Persistente
Types of large dogs
Mamut lanudo
Funesto
Melancolía
Lamento

Idioms
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Portcullis

(http://isplotchy.blogspot.com/2008/07/unconnected-tuesdays.html)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 19
Building Background
Sisyphus

Bahamas
Isles of the Blest
Tartarus
British
Adolph Hitler

Napoleon

Vocabulary
Hazards
Shimmer
Frown
Obsidian
Parapets
Levitated
Opposite
Predicament
Anchor
Inhaling
Unspeakably
Luminous

In Greek Mythology, he was a king that
was deceitful (engañoso). He was
punished by pushing a large boulder
(roca) up a hill for eternity.
Islands in the Atlantic Ocean.
In Greek Mythology, the best part of
the Fields of Elysium.
In Greek Mythology, the very worst
part of the Underworld.
From the United Kingdom/England.
He was the dictator of Nazi Germany.
He was the leader of the Holocaust,
which killed over five million innocent
people. He was an evil, wicked man.
He was the Emperor of the French. He
was a great military strategist. He
tried to take control of many countries,
but eventually lost. He was sent far
away (exiled).
Definition/Translation
Peligros
Brillo
Ceño
A black, shiny rock

Cognate

Obsidiana
Parapetos
Levetado
Opuesto
Predicamento
Ancla
Inhalando

Indeciblemente
Luminoso
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Grotesquely
Pomegranates
Overwhelming
“entrez-vous”
Radiated
Mesmerizing
Charisma
Pretense
Tremor
Debris
Expenses
Commute
Innocent
Ultimatum
Counterproposal
Property
Threaten
Mistake
Reincarnated
Automatic
Float
Idioms
“messing around”

Grotescamente
Granadas
Abrumador
French for “you enter”
Radiada
Fascinante
Carisma
Pretensión, pretexto
Temblor
Escombros
Gastos

Bienes
Amenazar
Error

Conmutar
Inocente
Ultimátum
Contrapropuesta
Propiedad

Reencarnado
Automático
Flotar

Joking or playing
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 20
Building Background

Vocabulary
Jerk
Relative
Waterproof
Among
Genuinely
Impeding
“slugfest”
Complicated
Sheath
Hardheaded
Classic
Modern
Reconciliation
Eternity
Unlimited
Outmaneuvered
Concentration
Earthquake
Spectators
Crouching
Carbonation
Cork
Disoriented
Anticipate
“in shock”
Ichor
Disintegrate
Indigestion
Nuclear bomb

Definition/Translation
Idiota
Parientes
Impermeable
Entre
Auténticamente

Cognate

A fist fight
Complicado
Vaina
Terco
Clásico
Moderno
Reconciliación
Eternidad
Ilimitado
Superar en la tacita
Concentración
Terremoto
Público
Agazapado
Carbonatación
Corcho
Desorientado
Anticipar
Estado de shock (choque)
Blood of the gods
Desintegrarse
Indigestión
Bomba nuclear
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Idioms
“caught redhanded”

Get caught doing something wrong
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 21
Building Background
La Guardia
Golden Fleece

A very large airport in New York City
In Greek Mythology, it is a fleece made
from the golden hair of a winged goat.
It is a symbol of power and authority.
In Greek Mythology, they were the
arts and knowledge in person form.
They are the inspiration for music,
literature and art.
The busiest train station in America. It
is located in Manhattan.
In Greek Mythology, it was the island
where Hephaestus had his forge after
Zeus threw him out of Olympus.

Muses

Grand Central Station
Lemnos

Vocabulary
Kidnapper
Ruptured
Odyssey
International
Abductees
“tearful and exhausted”
Victimized
Circumstances
Tattered
Unannounced
Exception
Insisted
Decapitated
Palaces
Mansions
Porticos

Definition/Translation
Secuestrador
Roto

Cognate

Odisea
International
People that were
abducted
Llorosa y agotado
Victimizado
Circunstancias
Andrajoso
No anunciado
Excepción
Insistido
Decapitados
Palacios
Mansiones
Pórticos
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“precariously perched”
Hippodrome
Civil war

Reverse
Constellations
Platinum
Beachcomber

Emanating
Purify
Taint
Shall
Presume
Sensation
Obedience
Stunned
Ridiculous
Tragic
Misunderstand
Knelt
Appliances
Reupholstered
Interjected
Interrupted
Mimicked
Sympathy
Imperceptibly
Solve
Boiling
“good riddance”
Contemplating

Precariamente
Precariamente
encaramado
A stadium for races
Hipódromo
A war between the people Civil
of the same country;
guerra civil
Inverso
Constelaciones
Platino
A person who walks on
the beach to find
seashells, etc.
Emanado
Purificar
Mancha
Will; deberá
Presumir
Sensación
Obediencia
Aturdido
Ridículo
Trágico
Entender mal
Arrodilló
Accesorios
Retapizados
Intervino
Interrumpido
Imitated; imitado
Simpatía
Imperceptible
Resolver
Hirviendo
“hasta nunca”
Contemplando
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Idioms
“tension in the air”
“I was itching to”

There is a feeling of tension between
the people.
I really wanted to…

The Nine Muses

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muse)
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The Lightning Thief
Chapter 22
Building Background
SoHo

A neighborhood (barrio) in Lower
Manhattan. Called SoHo because it is
South of Houston Street.
New York University; a large group of
schools and colleges in Manhattan.
Also called Heracles, was a demi-god
known for his strength. He was sent on
twelve quests.

NYU
Hercules

Vocabulary
Tradition
Shroud

Admiring
Disgracing
Tuition
Clamoring
Disposed
Fireworks
Goatee
Hitchhiker
Devising
Alliances
Traitor
Unanimous
Commemorates
Applause
Assuming
Disemboweled
Scabbard
Willpower
“twisted smile”

Definition/Translation

Cognate
Tradición

A long cloth (tela) that is
decorated and covers the
dead body; Sudario
Dishonoring
Matrícula

Admirando
Deshonrar
Clamando
Dispuesto

Fuegos artificiales
Barbas chivas
Autostopista
Idear

Everyone agrees
Conmemorar

Alianzas
Traidor
Unánime
Aplauso
Asumiendo

Desentrañado
Vaina
Fuerza de voluntad
Mal sonrisa
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Scorpion
Honest
Arrogant
“hooked”
Shrill
Ripple
Welt
Foggy
Constitution
Frozen
Vengeance
“unraveled”
Crumple
Invalid
Awkward
Idioms
“dampen my spirits”
“I’m off”

Escorpión
Honesto
Arrogante
Enganchado
Estridente
Rizo
Verdugón
Brumoso
Constitución
Helado
Venganza
Insano
Arruga
Enfermo
Torpe, incómodo

Inválido

Make me sad
I am leaving/ I am going

Burial Shroud

(http://www.heartandsoulfunerals.co.uk/funerals/arranging/funeral-styles/green-funerals/)
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Discussion
Reflection
This curriculum project effectively addressed the problem identified, which is: as written,
the New York State modules provide little support to meet the linguistic needs of ELs.
The content and design of this curriculum project addressed this problem by providing a
bilingual resource for students and teachers. The format of the dual language text companions is
such that they can be easily printed or copied, and there is plenty of space for students to make
notes, or add their own knowledge to the content.
An abundant amount of vocabulary is contained in the companion guides with Spanish
translations, simplified English definitions, and photos to aid in comprehension and retention.
Many of the words in the vocabulary lists were colloquial, idiomatic, or specific to the setting or
characters of the novel. Much of the vocabulary listed, particularly in The Lightning Thief
(Riordan, 2005), was cognates.
Drawing attention to the abundance of cognates served two purposes. First, it increased
vocabulary in English, and secondly, it reinforced and increased vocabulary in the native
language. Many of the words are infrequently used in the everyday lives of sixth graders,
regardless of their native language. By providing a list of cognates, it makes students aware of
the vocabulary they already possess in English, through Spanish.
Explicitly explaining idioms was another manner in which the companion guides in this
curriculum project helped meet the needs of ELs. Bud, Not Buddy (Curtis, 1999) had many
idioms that were also colloquial in nature, as well as period-specific. The idioms were placed in a
table for each chapter so they could be written in their entirety, and their definitions could be
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comprehensive and thorough, when needed. For some idioms, the Spanish equivalent is
provided.
One important aspect of this curriculum project, and the products created therein, is the
opportunity to help teachers currently struggling with resources for their ELs. These companion
guides can, at least, provide teachers with a ready-made list of cognates and idioms that they can
incorporate into their lessons if the entire guide is not useful to them.
Limitations
The first limitation that should be mentioned is the translation process. Due to the
difficulty of much of the vocabulary, due to its colloquial nature or period-specific context, direct
translation was not always possible. The closest possible translation, using synonyms, was used,
or a simplified explanation was provided in English. Definitions and explanations provided in the
“building background” sections of the companion guides were done in English, for efficiency, as
well as providing a secondary set of vocabulary for students.
The second limitation is the inability to provide a multi-lingual companion guide for
students in New York State. Although Spanish is a predominant language in New York, it would
be ideal to be able to provide companion guides in multiple languages.
Coinciding with these limitations is the students’ literacy in their native language, which
through observation in several WNY schools, is frequently not developed. Many students I
observed before and during the creation of these guides were literate in their native language,
however, their literacy was below their cognitive and academic levels. It was difficult to choose
vocabulary during translation that, even in the native language, would be comprehensible to the
students.
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Simultaneous with the above limitation is the limitation that these companion guides
were not given a trial run in an actual class room in order to modify them for maximum benefit
to the students. Tentative feedback from in-service teachers who were given drafts of the
companion guides was positive and encouraging regarding their usefulness.
The last limitation that will be discussed is that of the inequity of depth between the two
novels chosen. That is to say, I feel that there is an abundance of vocabulary in the guide for The
Lightning Thief (Riordan, 2005), whereas there is less vocabulary provided for Bud, Not Buddy
(Curtis, 1999). That may be human error, but it is also, I think, in part due to the drastically
different nature of speech used by the narrators, as well as the overall theme-specific content of
the novels (i.e., mythical and oceanic vocabulary vs. the speech of a ten-year-old child).
Implications
One implication of this curriculum project would be the impact on native English
speaking students. As mentioned above in the limitations, much of the vocabulary and building
background topics were complex and beyond the realm of a typical sixth grade student due to
their novel-specific context. It is possible, though much of the vocabulary is translated into
Spanish, the definitions in English, along with the pictures and other media provided, would aid
native English speakers as well.
Perhaps a second implication would be how these guides could be used to encourage
other researchers or teachers to create something similar in languages other than Spanish.
Reaching further, perhaps the New York State Department of Education could utilize this idea,
or a variation of, while building their bilingual resources for ELs as part of the initial curriculum
development
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An implication for me, personally, is that I intend to create more of these guides for use
in my own future classroom. I have found the process of reading and re-reading the novels
offered me the ability to highlight themes, nuances, and thought provoking statements that I
would address in an actual lesson. It also deepened my own Spanish language vocabulary and
gave me an intense appreciation for translated works.
Use and Dissemination
As stated above, I intend to use these guides in my own future classroom, as well as
develop other similar guides to meet the needs of students. It would be an exceptional experience
to collaborate with speakers of other languages to create similar guides for students learning
English that do not speak Spanish as a first language.
It would also be highly beneficial to have these guides used in actual classrooms, in order
to modify them for maximum effectiveness, and then offer them to other teachers through a
resource-sharing or purchasing program.
Publication of this project, in part or whole, would maximize its usefulness to teachers
and other researchers. Through my observations and participation in several classrooms with
predominantly Spanish-speaking ELs, it became clear that teachers either were unaware of the
benefits of cognates and native language literacy reinforcement, or simply did not have the time
or resources available to effectively incorporate them.
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